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Preface 
 
All the articles in this book have been presented at the International Conference PBL 2006 ABP, 
that was held in Lima, Peru, July 19th-21th 2006. 
 
This conference is part of a series of Pan-American conferences. It is the first time that Aalborg 
University has participated. At the PBL conference in Lima,  there were 8 participants from Aal-
borg University presenting parts of an Aalborg model. All together we had the responsibility for 11 
presentations including keynote presentation and workshop.  
 
We have found it worthwhile to publish these articles together, because there are: 
  
− Descriptions of PBL cases in various disciplines.  
− Combinations of development and research. 
− Perspectives for future implementation of PBL. 
− Perspectives on how to create a global network on PBL. 
 
All the articles have previously been published on the conference cd: 
Congreso Internacional PBL 2006 ABP: International Conference PBL 2006 ABP 2006,  
CD-ROM, Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú, Lima, Peru. 
 
We hope you will enjoy reading the contributions. 
 
Anette Kolmos 
Editor 
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Promoting and Supporting PBL  
Interests World Wide 
 
 
The Profile of the UICEE Centre for  
Problem Based Learning 
 
 
 
Stig Enemark, Anette Kolmos, and Egon Moesby 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
The UNESCO International Centre for Engineering Education, Centre for Problem Based Learn-
ing (UCPBL) is based at Aalborg University, Denmark, known world-wide for its successful educa-
tional approach based on problem oriented project work. Due to more than 30 years of experi-
ence in utilising Problem-Based Learning (PBL) in Engineering Education, an increasing number 
of universities and engineering schools throughout the world are seeking consultancy and coop-
eration with Aalborg University. The establishment of UCPBL is therefore a timely opportunity to 
merge the efforts into one organisational structure aiming to promote and support PBL interests 
worldwide.  
 
This paper presents the UCPBL profile and plan of action. This includes a wide range of activities 
such as promoting research and development within the various PBL models and their implemen-
tation; Education and training in PBL through offering a Master degree as well as single courses 
in PBL; international consultancy on PBL to support and sustain the process of change at higher 
educational institutions that wish to renew their educational concepts towards a PBL approach.  
 
UCPBL Centre for Problem Based Learning is currently involved in a number of projects world 
wide focusing on institutional change toward a more student centred, project organised, and prob-
lem based approach to learning. The Centre is also establishing a UCPBL Global Network on 
Problem Based Learning in order to facilitate better access to and co-operation within the PBL 
area.  
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Introduction 
 
The UICEE Centre for Problem Based Learning (UCPBL) was established in 2001 at Aalborg Uni-
versity (AAU), Denmark as a satellite centre of the UNESCO International Centre for Engineering 
Education (UICEE) based at Monash University, Melbourne, Australia. 
 
Aalborg University was chosen as the host of this centre due to its world wide reputation of utilis-
ing a successful PBL approach especially in Engineering Education. More than 30 years of ex-
perience in this area has placed Aalborg University in a leading position of promoting best prac-
tice in this area. Consequently, an increasing number of universities and engineering schools 
throughout the world are seeking consultancy and cooperation with Aalborg University. The es-
tablishment of UCPBL is therefore a timely opportunity to merge the efforts into one organisa-
tional structure aiming to promote and support PBL interests worldwide. 
 
This paper presents aim and objectives of UCPBL and the various activities in the fields of educa-
tion, research and consultancies on implementing innovative PBL approached to teaching and 
learning. As a background, the paper starts by presenting the key PBL methodology applied at 
Aalborg University since it was established in 1974, and lessons learnt through 30 years of ex-
periences.      
 
Project-organised and  
problem based learning 
 
The PBL approach applied at Aalborg University is both project-organised and problem- based. In 
order to provide for the use of project work as the basic educational methodology the curriculum 
has to be organised into general subjects or "themes" normally covering a semester. The themes 
chosen in a programme must be generalised in such a way, that the themes in total will constitute 
the general aim or professional profile of the curriculum. The themes must provide for studying the 
core elements of the subjects included (through the lecture courses given) as well as exploring 
(through the project work) the application of the subjects in professional practice. 
 
Project-organised means that traditional taught courses and labs is replaced by project work as-
sisted by lecture courses. The project-organised concept moves the perspective from description 
and analyzing into synthesizing and assessment. The concept is based on a dialectic interaction 
between the subjects taught in the lecture courses and the problems dealt with in the project work. 
Each term has a basic structure containing, in principle, equal distribution of lecture courses and 
project work. But the study-time is dominated by lecture courses at the beginning of the term and by 
project work at the end. The project work is carried out by groups of four to six students having a 
teacher appointed as their supervisor.  
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Problem-based means that traditional textbook-knowledge is replaced by the knowledge necessary 
to solve theoretical problems. The problem-based concept moves the perspective from understand-
ing of common knowledge into ability to develop new knowledge. The aim of the project work is 
"learning by doing" or "action learning". The project work may be organised by using a "know-how" 
approach for training professional functions, or it may be organised by using a "know-why" ap-
proach for training methodological skills of problem-analysis and application. The former is normally 
applied in first half of the curriculum where the necessary disciplines are taught in the lecture 
courses. The latter is applied in the second half of the curriculum and is supported by lecture 
courses presenting the necessary theories within the specific professional areas. 
 
The difference between traditional subject-oriented education and this project-oriented educational 
model may be expressed in short by an old Chinese proverb: 
 
"Tell me and I will forget 
Show me and I will remember 
Involve me and I will understand 
Step back and I will act" 
 
Learning to learn 
 
The main challenge of the future will be to accept that the only constant is change. To deal with 
this constant change the educational base must be flexible. Graduates must possess skills to 
adapt to a rapidly changing labour market and they must possess skills to deal even with the un-
known problems of the future. Professional and technical skills can be acquired and updated at a 
later stage in one’s career while skills for theoretical problem-solving and skills for “learning to 
learn” can only be achieved through academic training at the universities.  
 
A number of research studies (e.g. Coleman, 1998) have confirmed that students retain only 10 per 
cent of what they read and only 20 per cent of what they hear. However, if a problem is simulated, 
then up to 90 per cent of the lessons learned may be retained. This finding is behind the shift in the 
pedagogical doctrine toward project work and problem-based learning. It emphasizes learning in-
stead of teaching. Learning is not like pouring water into a glass. Learning is an active process of 
investigation and creation based on the learners` interest, curiosity and experience and should re-
sult in expanded insights, knowledge and skills (Kolmos, 1996).  
 
A consequence of this shift from teaching to learning is that the task of the teacher is altered from 
the transferring of knowledge into facilitating learning. Project work also fulfils an important peda-
gogical objective. Student must be able to explain the results of their studies and investigations to 
other students in the group. This skill appears to be vital to professional and theoretical cognition: 
Knowledge is only established for real when one is able to explain this knowledge to others. In tradi-
tional education the students restore knowledge presented by the teacher. When the project organ-
ised model is used, the knowledge is established through investigations and through discussion be-
tween the student members of the project group, and mainly without the presence of the teacher. 
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Lessons learned 
 
A number of lessons are learned through the 30 years of experience at Aalborg University. 
 
y The graduates possess the skills for solving the unknown problems of the future. The gradu-
ates may be less experienced in solving standard everyday problems as they will appear in a 
further employment. They are, however, much better qualified to undertake large and compli-
cated tasks, to combine insight from different fields, to analyze new problems and to make 
them acquainted with new fields to which the problems of practice are related. In principle, it is 
thus ensured that the graduates have obtained the skills needed to solve also the unknown 
problems of the future (Kjersdam and Enemark, 1994). 
 
y Skills for learning to learn are developed through the project work.  This relates to the fact 
that knowledge established through one’s own investigations is far better consolidated and 
easily applied than knowledge gained from textbooks or lecture courses.  
 
y Skills for cooperation and management are developed through the process of the project 
work. The students are working as a team and thereby develop a range of personal skills in 
the area of cooperation and management including the need for finishing the work within a 
given deadline – as is also the demand in professional practice.     
 
y Cooperation with the trade and industries is established through the project work. The prob-
lems dealt with in the project work are real world problems faced by the trade and indus-
tries. The students as well as the teachers therefore interact with the trade and industries 
for solving the problems posed.  
 
y Innovative interaction between education and research. Many new research problems can 
be identified through the students´ project work and continued in the research carried out by 
the advising teacher. On the other hand, many of the student projects may be based on the 
current research activities of a teacher and thus contribute to the development of knowledge 
in a fruitful co-operation with the teacher. This interaction between education and research 
constitutes the necessary dynamic element of innovative education.  
 
y A flexible and relevant curriculum is ensured due to the demand for actuality. The focus on 
subjects presented in the courses is easily updated or changed to reflect technical and pro-
fessional development in society. This way, the faculty staff is continuously updated. The fo-
cus is on the questions posed by the students, rather than the other way around.  
 
y The project-organised approach is relatively demanding in terms of faculty staff resources. 
This is due to the need for supervising the students in groups of four to six persons. This 
way, the staff resources are dependent on the number of students.  
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The UCPBL profile  
 
The overall objective of UCPBL is to promote and support PBL interests worldwide. This includes 
research and development activities, educational programs, consultancy activities, and the estab-
lishment of a UCPBL Global network for international cooperation and exchange of experiences. 
The overall profile and the activities of the UCPBL Centre for Problem Based Learning are pre-
sented in the work plan that is continually updated and available at www.ucpbl.org/workplan.  
 
The organisational structure of UCPBL 
The organisational structure reflects the two main areas of activities through an executive unit for 
Research and Education and another one for international consultancies. This is shown in the 
diagram above.   
UCPBL Director Prof. Stig Enemark 
 
Overall responsible for UCPBL and internal/external cooperation 
Overall responsible for finances and the activities of the executive units 
Key responsible for the UCPBL Global Network  
Executive Unit for Research and Educa-
tion. Prof. Anette Kolmos 
 
Research, including establishment of 
research projects and the PBL data-
base.  
Education, including  MPBL-programme 
Current tasks including the organisation 
of visits 
Executive Unit for International Consul-
tancy. Ass. prof. Egon Moesby 
 
International consultancies in support of 
institutional change and educational 
innovation  
Course activities in support of  
implementing PBL 
International cooperation in  
support of PBL initiatives  
 
 
Secretariat 
Marianne Nyborg 
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Research and development 
 
The overall goal for research and development is to establish relevant research projects within 
the field of PBL such as: 
 
y documentation of improved learning for students studying in a PBL-curriculum, 
y development of various PBL-models, and 
y strategies for implementation of PBL in various organisations.  
 
An important issue in this kind of research is to address intercultural learning and analysis of val-
ues in PBL-systems compared to students’ cultural values and background. Priority will be given 
to:  
 
y Establishment of research projects, including establishment of international PhD scholar-
ships especially through the relevant EU-programs.  
y Presentation of research results. In 2006/2007 UCPBL will published a book on PBL and 
change processes from traditional teaching to a PBL-approach in various institutions. The 
book will contain analysis of these processes and the specific PBL models that has been 
implemented.   
 
Education 
 
The overall goal for this area is to launch a Master Program in Problem Based Learning (MPBL) 
at a global level. The study regulations for this course are formally approved. The MPBL-program 
started February 1, 2006 with the first cohort of participants. There will be open for next enrolment 
February, 2007. For further information:  http://www.mpbl.aau.dk/ 
 
The overall outcome of the master program is for the participant to gain the competences of being 
in charge of innovative teaching and educational experiments and thereby develop an experimen-
tal practice which will lead to continuous improvement of the quality within engineering and sci-
ence educations.  
 
MPBL is fixed as one work year course (60 ECTS equivalent to one full year of study equivalent 
to 1800 hours of workload for the student), where one work year is defined as a full-time student’s 
work in one year. The course is, however, based on part time studies and technology supported 
distance education. As part of the program several lecture courses are offered as single subjects. 
This is a strategy for recruitment to the total program, as there is normally no formal requirement 
for 60 ECTS pedagogical training. The structure of the MPBL-program is as follows (1ECTS 
equals 30 hours of study; P-course is a lecture course relating to the project work; S-course is a 
lecture course relating the Master Program in general).  
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The first module is to develop a 
teaching portfolio in which the partici-
pants’ reflect on their previous and 
present teaching experiences and 
start reflection on PBL.  
 
The development of the MPBL-
program is financed by Ministry for 
Science, Technology and Innovation, 
Denmark and ERASMUS Curriculum 
Development Projects, Socrates Pro-
gram, EU. The following partners par-
ticipate:  Glasgow Caledonian Uni-
versity, Scotland, Hochschule Wis-
mar, University of Technology, Busi-
ness and Design, Germany, Lucian 
Blaga University of Sibiu, Romania, 
Pedagogical Network for Engineering 
Education (IPN),  Denmark.  
 
The long term goal is that the MPBL-
course should be able to recruit stu-
dents at a global level and cooperate 
with partners in the UCPBL Global 
Network.  
 
                                  
International consultancy  
 
The UCPBL Unit for International Consultancy offers consultancy related to institutional change 
processes, curriculum development, staff development, and training programmes or topics for in-
stitutions entering into a process of change or have already made a change towards Project Or-
ganised and Problem Based Learning as the basis of their educational system. The programme 
can be offered to an entire institution or a sub-institution, school, department, or programme. The 
consultancy activities relate to the following areas: 
 
y Consultancy aimed towards the complete process of institutional change.  
This area covers complete consultancy programs for the total process of institutional 
change in relation to introduction of a PBL approach. Typically, this kind of consultancy will 
be long-term agreements covering all aspects of the process of change. The activities are 
limited to consultancy tasks and not supervision agreements. 
y Consultancy aimed towards specific areas or topics in a process of change.  
This kind of consultancy relates to specific areas or topics in a process of change, and not 
the entire process of change.   
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y Consultancy for support of curriculum development  
The activities sustain and support curriculum planning and development and are focused on 
designing the main educational structure based on local potentials, and whether an existing 
or proposed educational structure is suitable as a platform for implementing a new educa-
tional model based on a PBL approach. 
y Consultancy for staff development programs. 
The consultancy relates to training and developments in the process of change, and in the 
structuring of educational programs and their development.  These activities are typically 
carried out prior to the specific course activities listed below. 
y General Capacity Building Activities. 
The UCPBL Unit for International Consultancy further offers general capacity building activi-
ties to develop and sustain education programs and institutions or sub-institutions in their 
activities related to the introduction of innovative teaching and learning methods. The 
UCPBL Executive Unit for International Consultancy can act as an active partner in co-
financed international projects, supported by e.g. EU, World Bank, Danida or other officially 
supported projects.  
 
The UCPBL Unit for International Consultancies also offers development and conduction of train-
ing and development courses to support and to sustain the processes of institutional change.  
These include: 
 
y Strategic Level Courses. 
y Tactical Level Courses. 
y Operational Level. 
y Overall introduction courses for all members of the Institution or sub-institution. 
 
Extensive consultancies have been undertaken at Tec de Monterrey, Mexico, to facilitate their 
process of change. Consultancy contacts are also established with a number of universities 
throughout the world such as University of Conception, Chile, University of Sao Paulo, Brazil, 
Chiang Mai University and Siam University, Thailand, Catholic University of Mozambique, Kolej 
Universiti, Johor, Malaysia, Mondragon Unibertsitates, Spain and University of Victoria, Australia. 
 
The UCPBL global network 
 
The objective of the UCPBL Global Network is to establish a forum for educational institutions 
having an interest or being actively involved in PBL activities. The forum will facilitate:  
 
y Information about PBL activities around the world.  
y Cooperation and exchange of experience within the PBL area. 
y Research activities within PBL. 
y Capacity building initiatives. 
y Curriculum and staff development activities. 
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To qualify for membership of the UCPBL Global Network the institutions will need to demonstrate 
the use of PBL methodologies or that the institution is in the process of preparation or implemen-
tation of a PBL approach. The benefits of being a member include: 
 
y Access to the UCPBL on-line PBL Library, that is web based and includes global references 
to PBL publications, research, and development activities. This way the PBL Library acts as 
a subject gateway to Problem Based Learning. 
y Access to PBL newsletters. 
y Access to research cooperation. 
y Access to exchange of students and faculty staff. 
y Access to bi-annual network seminars. 
y Access to self-promotion of the institutional profile of the member institutions.  
  
The UCPBL Global Network will be launched on the web by July 2006. 
 
Final remarks 
 
The UCPBL Centre for Problem Based Learning was founded in 2001 at Aalborg University which 
is recognised world wide for the successful implementation of a project-organised and problem 
based approach especially within engineering education. The Centre is a unique opportunity for 
Aalborg University to merge the efforts into one organisational structure aiming to promote and 
support PBL interests worldwide.  
 
The UCPBL Global Network provides a worldwide platform for networking activities in various as-
pects of PBL including mutual exchange of experiences, education, research, and capacity devel-
opment through consultancy activities. The objective is to facilitate better access to and co-
operation within the PBL area at a global scale.  
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Transformation to Problem and  
Project Based Learning  
 
 
 
Anette Kolmos  
 
 
 
 
 
During the last ten years, Engineering Education has undergone tremendous changes. A lot of 
these changes were caused by external and internal factors. The external factors such as govern-
ment policy concerning resources, and educational and quality assurance policies are rather sim-
ple to describe. However, the internal factors at the institutional level may be unknown. Institu-
tions have developed many different pedagogical models, using very different strategies for de-
velopment.  
  
Nearly all Danish engineering institutions have implemented elements of Problem Based and Pro-
ject Based Learning (PBL). Particularly five Engineering University Colleges have undergone 
changes towards PBL. The Pedagogical Network for Danish Engineering Education (IPN) has 
been one of the central agents in the change processes for engineering education in Denmark. 
IPN has been responsible for staff and faculty development at the engineering university colleges 
and has been running the co-ordination of the exchange of experiences among all Danish engi-
neering institutions. 
 
However, it is not the same PBL-model that has been developed at the five different institutions – 
in fact, very different PBL-models have been developed on the basis of very different develop-
ment processes. 
 
In this article, I will shortly present the results from two case studies. The results underpin the hy-
pothesis that only top-down decisions at institutional level together with a pool of motivated staff 
will cause changes at a system level. A bottom-up approach with decentralized development at 
departments leads to a variation within the institution, but it might be difficult to develop curriculum 
models at system level.   
 
Introduction 
 
Change in higher education is not a very well-described area. Fullan (2001, 2004, 2005) is one of 
the few authors who have developed concepts for change in education – primarily based on ex-
perience from primary and secondary school. He emphasizes that the outcome is not only student 
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learning, but also organizational capacity. Students leave the education – the sustainable factor is 
that the staff has changed in order to constantly develop students’ learning and the learning out-
comes. Fullan stresses that change is a process, not an event (Fullan, 2001, 2005), and this 
means that change is not something that can be done overnight. It takes time and it reaches into 
values and conceptual change (Henriksen et al. 2004).  
 
In order to find a concept of processes of change, one often has to turn to organizational litera-
ture, and in that connection, Kotter is frequently drawn upon. Kotter’s (1995) model for change is 
often used to illustrate phases at a more specific level. This model was developed in the context 
of companies, but has been used as an analytical model for education processes as well (Morgan 
and Roberts, 2002). Kotter (1995) works with eight phases, see figure 1. 
 
The important aspect of Kotter’s eight phases is that he stresses the importance of urgency and 
the creation of visions. In our experience as faculty developers who are often given workshops on 
various education topics and with the purpose of motivating staff, staffs do not possess the sense 
of urgency nor feel that they have a part in formulating visions.  
 
Figure 1: Kotter’s eight phases 
Normally, teachers do not experience any urgency – on the contrary, they feel confident and sat-
isfied with existing teaching practices. Only few staff members feel the need for change. External 
reasons are most often the trigger of internal institutional change.  
 
In Kotter’s version, the vision consists of the leader formulating and communicating the vision to 
the staff. In educational settings, the role of the leader might be hard to define and fulfil as leaders 
often are very good colleagues with “their” employees. So the formulation of visions has to be re-
garded as a common process among colleagues. The vision element is important since the proc-
ess of visions may include both motivation and an overview of the total planning process 
(Moesby, 2004).  
 
Change in higher education is much more complicated compared to change in private companies 
due to the organizational structures and, not least, the role of leadership. In private companies, 
leaders normally have the power to direct and control initiatives. In higher education, leaders are 
Phases   
1 Establishing a Sense of Urgency 
2 Forming a Powerful Guiding Coalition 
3 Creating a Vision 
4 Communicating the Vision 
5 Empowering Others to Act on the Vision 
6 Planning for and Creating Short-Term Wins 
7 Consolidating Improvements and Producing Still More Change 
8 Institutionalizing New Approaches 
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normally elected among colleagues and leadership has a tendency to involve administration 
rather than pointing out future directions. New trends are emerging with appointed leaders in 
higher education; however, the impact on change is still to be investigated. 
 
Regardless of appointed or elected leaders, Kolmos, Gynnild and Roxå (2004) make the point 
that all levels in the organization get involved if the organization enters a change process. Bot-
tom-up strategies are not efficient because change at system level requires a decision at top-
level. Similarly, top-down strategies are not efficient because they create a lot of resistance in the 
system. So the optimum situation is to establish change by using both top-down and bottom-up 
strategies – and research shows that both strategies are needed.   
 
There is a need for change agents – if the change starts from the top, change agents must be 
found among involved staff members, and if the change starts from the bottom, change agents 
must be found in the top. The role of change agents is to motivate staff and to lead the change 
process by pushing the whole time. Pushing for visions – pushing for exact plans – pushing for 
resources, strategies, etc. We are not saying that each individual change agent should cover all 
the responsibilities, but experience shows that there must be some drivers (Kolmos, 2002). 
 
There is also a need for faculty development units – and for these units to relate to all levels in the 
organization - both the top, middle, and bottom levels. However, in order to develop that kind of 
practice, resources and awareness are needed. Faculty development units can be change agents 
as well on the general level, but normally they do not have the subject knowledge. 
 
 The Two Cases 
 
Over the course of the past 30 years, a number of radical changes have taken place in Danish 
engineering education. What is unique about Danish engineering educations is that not only one 
individual institution, but all institutions over the last ten years have developed their teaching on 
the basis of student-centred conceptions of learning. We have witnessed an emerging tendency 
to formulating models and systems, albeit of very different nature. All institutions employ project 
work of some sort, but the practical implementation and scale of it vary. 
 
Overall, all institutions have been guarded by the same educational-political processes, which are 
characterized by:  
 
y Transition from technical college to engineering college.  
y Continuous cutbacks. 
y Merging of institutions.  
y Change in organizational conditions from democratically elected structures to hired leaders. 
y Introduction of interdisciplinary projects in the 1980s, which has earned the institutions their 
first project experiences. 
y Need for upgrading skills in order to elevate professors to Master levels. 
y Joint pedagogical skill development through the establishment of the Pedagogical Network 
for Danish Engineering Education. 
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The two institutions where the processes of change have been analyzed are in many ways simi-
lar. 
At both institutions, eleven interviews were conducted with former and existing leaders and teach-
ers. 
 
Case A 
 
Wide-scale project work was introduced at a time when there was still a democratically elected 
direction. This has a great influence on the process since that type of structure entails limits to 
how much the direction can manage the process without clear support from the staff. Conse-
quently, interviews with employees at this institution also reflect that they do not remember there 
being any great resistance to the changes because these were supported by the employees’ de-
cisions. However, a few of the employees would have liked to carry through more radical solu-
tions.  
 
Figure 2: Case A - model 
Total 210 ECTS (European Credit Transfer System, 1 ECTS=30 hours of students’ work): 
 
30 ECTS for practicum 
70 ECTS for projects 
110 for traditional courses 
 
 
 
y CASE A 
y University college 
y ~ 1050 students 
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The model can be described as below. A characteristic feature is the fact that no major merging 
of courses occurs. A project worth 10 ECTS is introduced, though, on each of the semester 1-4 
and 6, and a project worth 20 ECTS on the last semester. 
 
Described in facts, the process of change was as follows: 
 
y 1996-98: they joined several workshops held by IPN on project based learning. Many teach-
ers tried to experiment with project work. 
y 1998/99: decision made stipulating that at least 1/3 of the overall time should be used for 
project work. The decision was made by the senate, which at that time was a democratic 
forum elected among staff members.  
y 1998: rebuilding of the physical infrastructure to allow for groups rooms. 
y The internal staff development function was not well-established at the institution – there 
were only very sporadic, if any, follow-ups after the first workshops in 1996-98. 
y The interviewees could not remember any resistance among colleagues.  
y No sure indications that the approach to teaching and learning had changed. Projects are 
mainly regarded as application of the knowledge that has been taught in lectures. 
 
Compared to Case B, the interviewees did not express any particular excitement about their 
change. This could be ascribed to several factors, for instance, the fact that a substantial time had 
passed since the change occurred and therefore, perhaps, they were unable to remember it in 
detail. But it also has to do with this institution having undergone a process of change initiated by 
a newly hired leader, who did not find the employees of the institutions properly prepared for the 
new changes. 
 
Case B 
 
At institution B, the changes were implemented at a later stage when it had become managed by 
a hired direction. The leader who was hired came from the department where project work was 
carried out already in the mid-90s. With the elected direction it was chosen by the direction that a 
reform was to be implemented, and direction set up a committee to lead this work. The model can 
be described as below, figure 3. A characteristic feature of this process was the fact that smaller 
courses were grouped together in bigger professional units.  
  
The process can be described as follows:  
 
y 1996-2000: several training workshops on project work were held. 
y Late 90s: electronics and mechanics started to implement elements of PBL - but very differ-
ent approaches to it. Electronics had some very enthusiastic staff members. The other de-
partment did not have PBL to the same degree as Electronics. 
y 2001: new leader was appointed – he came from electronics. 
y 2002: cuts in resources - decision was made to develop a model – very much based on the 
experiences from electronics. Group rooms were build. 
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y The decision was a top-down decision – and a group of change agents were pointed out to 
lead the actual transformation process. 
y There was a strong internal staff development unit to support the idea.  
 
The process of change in institution B involved additional elements. In part, new goals for devel-
opment of students’ process competencies were formulated in connection with the introduction of 
project work. In part, experiments were carried out involving the use of formative assessment 
methods in courses, and, not least, experiments concerning the timing of the relationship between 
courses and project.  
 
Figure 3: Case B - model 
Total 210 ECTS: (European Credit Transfer System, 1 ECTS=30 hours of students’ work): 
 
30 ECTS for practicum  
90 ECTS for projects 
90 for traditional courses 
 
Finally, the committee in charge of the process of change formulated a number of visions, phi-
losophies, and values to accompany the new models. 
 
The interviews demonstrated that the interviewees were incredibly proud of their process of 
change. They held their own understanding of the model and the underlying pedagogical concept. 
At first, this phenomenon occasioned a great deal of reflection on the interviewers’ parts, but 
along the way, this came to be interpreted as a positive expression of the personal internalization 
of the pedagogical processes of development. 
 
Institution B also experienced resistance - around 20% of the interviewees from this institution did 
not wish their interviews to be recorded – but they clearly expressed that they “just did as they 
had always done, only now it was called something new, but in reality it was not new at all.” To 
questions of why they kept doing like they used to, the typical reply was “that the students are un-
able to learn this profession in any other ways.” 
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Institution B is well aware of the resistance – and has chosen to ignore it this time around. As long 
as this does not cause any student complaints, the direction will disregard it. But at some point, it 
will be dealt with. 
 
Comparison and Perspectivizing  
of the Two Cases 
 
A process of change is not initiated without the presence of external causes. External causes 
have influenced both institutions, albeit at different points in time. Extensive institutional changes 
rarely occur without an external pressure since many resources are involved. 
 
The two institutions have had very similar conditions of change, but the processes of change 
have taken place at very different times and under different managerial structures. At institution A, 
change took place under a democratically elected direction that has had no intention of causing 
division in the organization, but instead has set realistic goals for the processes of change. This 
way, they witnessed a bottom-up approach that led to a managerial decision on top-level. How-
ever, we here see a model that is not far-reaching in its endeavours to implement a different 
pedagogy. The institution still holds a series of individual courses with individual exams and no 
attempt to integrate courses and project. 
 
Institution B has, in the case of one department, had a pattern similar to that of institution A. Insti-
tution B consists of two departments, one of which already in the mid-90s reorganized the educa-
tions to contain project work, whereas the other department has had much more sporadic experi-
ences with project work. When a new direction was being hired, the direction became dominated 
by people from the department that already had adopted the project work, and it was agreed that 
the entire institution was to develop a common model for teaching. Here, we are dealing with a 
bottom-up approach since one department already has set out the course, but simultaneously, 
with a top-down approach as the newly hired direction makes the decision to make it apply to the 
entire institution. If a democratic process had been allowed to be the basis for decisions in the 
department that had not adopted PBL, the decision to implement the model might not have been 
as far-reaching.  
 
Both cases demonstrate that only top-down decisions at institutional level together with a pool of 
motivated staff will cause changes at a system level. A bottom-up approach with decentralized 
development at departments leads to a variation within the institution, but it might be difficult to 
develop curriculum models at system level without the top-down decision. For universities in 
some countries, this conclusion might seem banal – but in an European context, this is a very im-
portant result.  
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Figure 4: Change processes 
Institution B also managed to develop a more holistically coherent education. Through the proc-
ess of change, the institution succeeded in getting a more qualified staff to have a vision for their 
own processes of change. This does not include all staff members, however, since approximately 
20% of them are very negative towards the changes that have taken place. 
 
Looking at the results from the two cases in terms of Kotter’s eight phases, see figure 4, more ef-
fort and attention could definitely have been devoted to two phases. Phase 1 involves a sense of 
urgency, and no one in either institution really feels this. Most see the changes as being neces-
sary because of financial reasons and not because the students are to learn new and different 
competences. Even though in institution B there has been talk of formulating new competences, 
the need for this has not been the guiding factor for the individual employee. The common per-
ception was that it was simply necessary to do. 
 
No vision has been formulated at institution A as there has at institution B – even though every-
one has not taken part in that process. But both institutions tend to stop the process of change    
– no new energizers enter the process. Nonetheless, it is important to conclude that both institu-
tions have developed models, and they have succeeded in institutionalizing the changes by, for 
instance, altering the physical infrastructure.  
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Democratic Elements in Group and  
Project Organized PBL 
 
 
Democratic skills and bildung via project organized 
problem based learning in groups in the Aalborg Model.  
Results from a pilot investigation. 
 
 
 
Palle Qvist 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
Students in a democratic learning system as the Aalborg Model knows of and uses democratics 
skills as e.g. the ability to discuss and accept other points of view, negotiate, compromise, reach 
consensus or accept the result of a vote in striving to reach specific common or personal learning 
goals, run processes and decide behaviour. It is what a pilot investigation referred in this article 
indicate. 
 
The meaning of this seems to be far behind the study itself and qualifications of the students to 
the labour marked. If it is true that ”the building of community begins in the classroom but extends 
beyond it to the school and the community” (Marris, 2003:274) then implementing democratic 
learning systems as The Aalborg Model are important for supporting and promote democratic 
bildung of students in higher education. 
 
This article defines at a – start - what should be understood by a democratic learning system. It 
contrasts it to an authoritarian or elitist systems. Then it brings the results from an  investigation of  
9 process analyses’ written at the end of the second semester 2005 by project groups from The 
Technical Natural Scientific Basic Year at Aalborg University and concludes that students make 
decisions related to learning and learning goals, learning processes and behaviour after discus-
sions and so called rounds which indicates hat they develop democratic skill useful in social rela-
tions. 
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Democratic learning 
 
Democratic learning can tentatively and in general be defined as learning in a system which sup-
ports democratic principles together with reaching the learning outcomes. The meaning of democ-
ratic principles must be further defined. 
 
Democracy is a positive word in the western culture. The word means rule by the people.  
 
Christensen and Jensen differ between democracy as goal and as means. 
 
“Looked at as goal it is normal an element in a strategy of liberation – as a normative demand for 
everybody to have maximum influence on affairs which matters for them. But it can also be seen 
as a method to reach common decision on important issues in a reasonable way. What is meant 
by ‘common’ is that all people involved have the same influence at the starting point which also 
means that decisions are supported broadly afterwards. Democracy can be a method to avoid 
heavy conflicts concerning political issues” [Note 1] (Wrang og Jensen, 2001:135) 
 
The academic literature about democracy has many definitions of democracy. Or more precisely 
definitions of different forms of democracy (see the reference list). In the conventional under-
standing called the liberal or economic model democracy is a political process containing individ-
ual preferences to be settled in a fair and just way. 
 
Miller has written: 
 
”In the liberal view, the aim of democracy is to aggregate individual preferences into a collective 
choice in as fair and efficient a way as possible. In a democracy there will be many different inter-
ests and beliefs present in society. Each person’s preferences should be accorded equal 
weight” (Miller, 2000: 9). 
 
Raphael writes about the choice of each individual: 
 
”The underlying idea is that self-direction, choosing for yourself is far preferable to having deci-
sions made for you, and imposed upon you, by another... “ (Raphael, 1970: 144). 
 
In the communicative understanding of democracy creation of opinions is an important part of the 
process and expression of democracy. 
 
An example is the Danish theologian Hal  Koch (Koch, 1945) and the German philosopher and 
sociologist Jürgen Habermas (Habermas, 1981, 1996). Koch has described the essence of de-
mocracy as conversation, dialogue and discussion with the aim to reach consensus about the 
common goods. (Koch, 1945). 
 
Habermas talks about deliberative democracy and the ideal behind is the ethics of discourse. In a 
communication community, free and without supremacy, is it according to Habermas possible to 
reach a common understanding, assuming, that basic rules are respected.  
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The rules are: Everybody has the right to participate in the discourse, everybody has the right to 
introduce any subject and everybody has the right to question any allegation. Nobody should be 
limited in using these rights. 
 
Habermas formulates two principles for decision making. The principle of discourse and the idea 
of communicative freedom. According to the principle of discourse only decisions and acts which 
everyone affected has agreed on, are valid. A decision is legitimate when everybody has agreed. 
Communicative acting means that the participants in a discussion has as goal a common under-
standing – contrary to a situation in which they act strategic and try to reach e.g. individual goals 
or goals which favours the few. 
 
Habermas is just one of many scholars trying to define the concept deliberative democracy 
(Miller, 2000). Elster has tried to sum up the different approaches to a common definition of par-
ticipatory democracy. (Elster, 1998)  
 
He admits that the ”characterizations are somewhat rough”, and continues: 
 
”There is a robust core of phenomena that count as deliberative democracy …the notion includes 
collective decision making with the participation of all who will de affected by the decision or their 
representatives: this is the democratic part. Also ... it includes decision making by means of argu-
ments offered by and to participants who are committed to the values of rationality and impartial-
ity: this is the deliberative part” (Elster, 1998: 8). 
 
Drawing on the literature and the scholars above important democratic principles seems to be: 
 
Decisions including settling of disagreements are reached by arguments (discussion) or negotia-
tion (dialog), voting or consensus (see also Elster, 1998:7) (or a combination) between those af-
fected by the decision. The participants are in principle equal with equal rights and feel them-
selves committed to the values of rationality and impartiality.        
 
It is implied that decisions and settlements are respected and identical actions are taken. Deci-
sions, settlements and actions can always be questioned but must be respected until new deci-
sions between the participants are reached. 
 
More precisely democratic learning can now be defined as learning in a system where decisions, 
processes and behaviour related to learning are established through argumentation (discussion) 
or negotiation (dialog), voting or consensus (alone or in combination) between those affected by 
the decision simultaneously reaching the learning outcomes, the technical and professional 
knowledge and insight. The participants must in principle be equal with equal rights and feel 
themselves committed to the values of rationality and impartiality. 
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Conventional teaching and bildung 
 
Conventional teaching in higher education – e.g. lecturing by a university professor – can be seen 
as a contrast to democratic learning. It is characterized by the fact that the professor is in control 
of the lecture. The professor controls the teaching due to the one way communication and the 
students looks after the right answers from the professor. Learning is for the students a question 
of finding out what is right and what is wrong. And the professor has the answers.  
 
The professor has a specific subject area in which he lectures. The professor controls the teach-
ing not even by the way of communication but also by being the one representing the knowledge 
and insight on the subject area. The teacher can choose to argue for his understandings, ideas, 
viewpoints or conceptions. But he can also without any arguments against and because of his 
authority and documented knowledge on the subject area refer to his technical or professional 
expertise. 
  
In professor centred teaching it is the professor which - as an authority representing the profes-
sional knowledge - has chosen what to teach in (within the given frames). And there are only few 
situations with possibility for the students to search alternative knowledge compared to the knowl-
edge which the professor presents.  
 
In conventional, traditional professor centred lecturing the student is an object. Not an arguing, 
searching, selecting and acting subject with influence or responsibility on own learning. In the 
learning situation the student is passive. The knowledge comes to the student from the professor. 
[Note 2] 
 
Bildung which is created in conventional systems with characteristics mentioned above can not 
be called democratic but rather authoritarian or elitist. The relation between authoritarian/elitist 
and democratic learning and bildung can be shown on a dichotomy. 
 
Figure 1: Authoritarian or elitist bildung as contrast to democratic bildung.  
 
Authoritarian                         Democratic 
Elitist 
 
 
Authoritarian/elitist bildung can be authoritarian/elitist in different degrees. The more to the left, 
the more authoritarian/elitist. It is the same for democratic bildung. The more to the right, the 
more democratic bildung elements are in the system. 
 
Many institutions in higher education – also engineering and natural science – are dominated by 
professor centred or elitist teaching. According to Romme structures determines behaviour 
(Romme, 1999) referring to the Dutch engineer and entrepreneur Endenburg (Endenburg, 1992).  
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"The way a system is structured determines the behavior within that system ... Moreover, some 
structures are more useful and effective than others in leading to certain desired behaviors or out-
comes". (Hommes et al. 1999: 115). 
  
Learning in a conventional professor centred system has many supporters but it is hardly - and 
opposed democratic learning systems – creating democratic personalities (Endenburg 1992). 
 
The PBL study group,  
discussions and rounds 
 
Some learning systems have few democratic elements, others have many. 
 
Within participant directed, group-  and project organized problem based learning it is – in its ideal 
form - the members of the study group – the students – making decisions about the problem to 
settle and how it should be done. (Illeris, 1974). In the ideal form a study group is an independent 
and autonomic unit. The group has a common vision, goals, strategies and plans. They use and 
share theories, methods and empirical data and have agreed on common arrangements about 
rules of behaviour for the group. Some of the important rules of behaviour are related to meeting 
hours in the group room. It is also agreed that everything can be discussed, how serious the 
learning should be, how reflecting, constructive and result orientated. Each group member is 
equal and a resource and everybody participates in the effort to reach common goals formulated 
by the group e.g. the professional project report (Qvist & Spliid, 2004). 
 
A study group is in principle a communication community, free and without supremacy. It is auto-
nomic and unlimited in relation to planning of its learning within the frames decided by the study 
board and determined in the curriculum. But limited by the fact that the group at the exam are 
confronted with and made responsible for selections and decisions during the learning process. 
 
Learning is democratic in the ideal form of participant directed, group and project organized prob-
lem based learning [Note 3]. The students decide and plan their own learning in a communication 
community in the group room, free and without supremacy. They make decisions about learning, 
learning outcomes, learning process and behaviour after argumentation (discussion) or negotia-
tion (dialog), voting or consensus (alone or in combination) between the group members. In prin-
ciple they are equal with equal rights. It is presumed that the students when they ague, negotiate 
and make deals feel themselves committed to the values of rationality and impartiality. 
 
Discussions and “rounds” are methods which support democratic learning. Dillon (Marri, 2003) 
defines discussions as: 
 
”a particular form of group interaction where members join together in addressing a question of 
common concern, exchanging their knowledge or understanding, their appreciation or judgement, 
their decision, resolution or action over the matter of issue (Dillon, 1994: 8)”. 
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Discussions as pedagogical method are recommended by many (according to Marri, 2003 e.g. by 
Engle,1988; Hahn, 1998; Oliver & Shaver, 1966; Parker 1996a; Singer, 1997). The reasons are: 
 
1. It can help young people develop the group discourse skills and dispositions necessary for 
participatory citizenship in a multicultural democracy. 
2. It enhances critical thinking. 
3. It deepens understanding of important democratic issues and concepts. 
4. It develops a more democratic classroom community. 
5. It influences future political participation.”(Marri, 2003: 273f.) 
 
A leaning system with lots of possibilities for discussions before technical or professional deci-
sions or decisions related to the process or behaviour where the students have possibility to ex-
press themselves freely indicates a democratic learning system.  
 
Rounds are a specific form for discussion or dialogue practised by groups. Typically each group 
member gives his opinion to the subject on the agenda. A moderator or chairman ensures that 
everybody participates. A referee takes notes – important viewpoints or decisions. The goal is to 
reach a common understanding between the group members. The moderator sums up after the 
first round. The purpose of the summing up is to clarify where the group agrees and where the 
members disagree. In case of disagreement the subject must be discussed or negotiated again in 
a new round. 
 
The goal of the second round can be searching for a common understanding or compromise, in 
order to find out what is acceptable for everyone or to find out which decision satisfies most mem-
bers. The second round can also be more discourse in order to make an effort to agree upon the 
subjects in which they disagreed upon in the first round. In the third and the following rounds the 
goal is to reach a common understanding. This can be established after negotiation, be consen-
sus or a result of a vote. 
 
Technical or professional decisions are typical discussed afterwards with the supervisor. The 
same are decisions related to the process. If the supervisor object to the selections or decisions 
made by the group they must discuss the matters again. Arrange new rounds with the purpose to 
find solutions or reach acceptance which can resist technical or professional critique from the su-
pervisor.  
 
Solutions and decisions related to process and behaviour can be group related. They are imple-
mented without being discussed or confronted with the supervisor. They are related to the internal 
life or wellbeing of the group. The group are responsible for evaluating and reviewing the solu-
tions or decisions. 
 
While discussions in principle are open and unstructured, rounds are relatively structured. 
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A pilot investigation           
 
An examination of 9 process analyses [Note 4] written at the end of the second semester 2005 by 
project groups from the cohort group called Industry on The Technical Natural Scientific Basis 
Year shows (implicit and explicit) that the groups have discussed and reached agreement on the 
following technical, process and behaviour matters: 
 
1. Technical and professional goals for the project report. 
2. Principles and goals related to sharing of knowledge. 
3. Planning of the learning process. 
4. Organizing the internal cooperation in the group, including a written agreement on coopera-
tion containing principles of social behaviour. 
5. The use of human resources external to the group as e.g. supervisors and contacts within 
industry. 
  
In their process analyses the groups uses words as ”conversation”, ”consensus”, “broad agree-
ment”, “decision”, “agreed on”, “vote” and “dialogue”. However it is not possible to say that the 
words reflects and respects the democratic principles described above. More research e.g. inter-
viewing of group members are needed. 
 
8 out of 9 project groups or 89% (85% of the students in the cohort) write in their process analy-
ses’ that they use rounds. It is not possible to confirm that the method described above has been 
followed 100%. Other rough structured models or more discourse like method might have been 
used. It is therefore not possible to say anything about the quality of the rounds. 
 
Rounds has according to the process analyses been used in relation to general decision making 
and setting up of technical goals as well as goals related to project management, to facilitate re-
flection from other projects groups including communicating experiences, personal visions,  per-
sonal expectations and personal goals. In relation to project management the groups states that 
they use rounds when planning, making decisions and solving conflicts.  
 
Conclusion 
 
Conventional teaching systems determine authoritarian or elitist bildung and behaviour while de-
mocratic teaching systems determine democratic bildung and behaviour. 
 
A democratic teaching system is a system with democratic elements. It is a system where deci-
sions, processes and behaviour related to learning are established through argumentation 
(discussion) or negotiation (dialog), voting or consensus (alone or in combination) between those 
affected by the decision simultaneously reaching the learning outcomes, the technical and profes-
sional knowledge and insight. The participants must in principle be equal with equal rights and 
feel committed to the values of rationality and impartiality. 
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The Aalborg Model is an example of a democratic teaching system although not 100% democ-
ratic. The influence of the students own learning is not extended to e.g. the teaching in courses 
and the supervision of the groups might be elitist. But the learning in the groups during the project 
work is in principle learning in a communication community, free and without supremacy. The stu-
dents are responsible for their own learning and behaviour within the frames decided by the study 
board and elicited in the study regulations. A small pilot investigation of 9 process analyses writ-
ten by students at  the second semester of The Technical Natural Scientific Basis Year shows 
that the students make decisions related to learning and learning goals, learning processes and 
behaviour after discussions and rounds.      
 
The empirical evidence from the 9 process analyses is not comprehensive enough to generalise 
about how the Aalborg Model are practised at the entire university. More research e.g. observa-
tions of the student’s behaviour in the group rooms, interviews with students along with question-
naires and focus group interviews must be carried out. 
    
Because structures determine behaviour the student in a teaching system as the Aalborg Model 
develop democratic skills useful in social relations. As Marri writes: 
 
”students are able to continue their participation in small publics working toward a national civic 
culture, a large public” (Marri, 2003: 274). 
  
[Note 1]  
Translated from Danish by Palle Qvist. 
 
[Note 2]  
On top of that the general view of researchers is that lectures are not the ideal pedagogical 
method for enhancing the development of effective thinking skills or academic motivation 
(Cameron ed., 1993). The disadvantages include according to Cameron: 
 
“(a) placing students in a passive role, and thus hindering learning, (b) encouraging one-way 
communication from lecturer to student, but not vice versa, (c) requiring a considerable amount of 
unguided student work outside the classroom for understanding and long-term retention of con-
tent, and (d) requiring the lecturer to have or to learn effective writing, speaking, and modelling (of 
effective thinking) skills” (Cameron ed., 1993: 15). 
 
The strong point are (according to McKeachie): “ (a) providing up-to-date information on current 
research and theories relevant to topics being studied, (b) summarizing widely scattered material, 
(c) adapting material to particular student backgrounds and interests, (d) building cognitive struc-
tures and expectations to help students read more effectively, and (e) modelling the motivation 
and intellectual curiosity of the lecturer” (Cameron ed., 1993: 15). 
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According to Cameron others list the following advantages of the traditional lecture: “(a) dissemi-
nating unpublished or hard to find material, (b) allowing the lecturer to precisely determine the 
aims, content, organization, pace and direction of a presentation, (c) introducing students to a 
topic or subject area, (d) complementing and clarifying text material, (e) communicating easily to 
large numbers of students, and (f) providing a highly teacher-centred teaching methods for stu-
dents who prefer this method of presentation” (Cameron ed., 1993: 15-16). 
 
[Note 3]  
Group and project work obtain only a part of the students learning hours. Even if it in its ideal form 
is democratic it can easily in practise be organised elitist. E.g. regarding the supervisor or domi-
nating group members. An important precondition (although no guarantee) is that the group uses 
procedures for decision making which respects the integrity of each group member - respecting 
the right of each member of the group to take part in discussions, its right to introduce whatever 
subject and the right to question whatever allegation.  Nobody must have these rights restricted or 
neglected. 
 
Students in a group and project organised learning system receives normally technical and pro-
fessional supervision. In the Aalborg Model its approx. 1-2 hours a week per semester. The su-
pervision can be elitist or democratic or forms in between. It can be liberal or laissez faire and 
make room for discussions, choices and decisions between the students. 
 
Besides receiving supervision the students follow courses and work in laboratories. 
 
About 50% of the study time is group learning. The courses are typical conventional elitist univer-
sity teaching which means lectures planed by the professor and mostly one way communication 
(see above) with or without tasks for the students to settle. The courses, their content in headlines 
and outcomes are decided by a study board, where the students have democratic influence 
through their elected representatives as in a liberal democracy. Indirectly the student has the pos-
sibility of influencing the courses, content, outcome and pedagogic via evaluations carried out. In 
praxis it means that the students have the possibility to evaluate the teaching e.g. via a question-
naire or as member of a focus group. 
 
The teaching e.g. the substance of the courses can eventually be changed by the study board or 
by the professor – both in relation to technical content or in relation to the pedagogic. This will not 
always happen. A study board can make the decision not to change a course by voting. 
 
[Note 4]  
A process analysis at the Technical Natural Scientific Basis Year at Aalborg University can be 
seen as a document from the study group proving that it can plan and carry out a learning proc-
ess of its own. It documents that the group has learned to learn. It uses concepts central to under-
standing of the learning process and goals. Decisions and non decisions are argued.  It contains 
between others chapters about vision and goals for the learning, plans and time schedules, inter-
nal and external communication and cooperation and conflicts. The analysis is a paper of maxi-
mum 10 pages exclusive appendix. 
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The following can characterize the analysis: It contains description, analysis and evaluation of 
goals, reflections, argument decisions and trials.  
 
Description and analysis are separated and descriptions are documented.  
 
Analysis is separated from evaluation and conclusion. It contains argument advices for the future. 
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in a PBL Environment  
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Abstract 
 
This paper discusses the influences of international programs in a problem based, project and 
group work organized learning (PBL) environment on the development of intercultural competen-
cies. Based on the discussion of the positive effects as well as the observed barriers in the edu-
cational practice of international programs, this paper suggests that PBL can be a good example 
of a supportive learning environment in terms of providing students opportunities to develop inter-
cultural competences. However, in order to make the best of international programs as an inter-
cultural learning context, it is important to 1) establish a shared understanding of ‘international’, 
based on which, new values and practices can be established instead of merely applying the es-
tablished Danish ways of studying,  2) to bring about more awareness that international programs 
should be beneficial learning contexts in which students from different cultures can learn from 
each other and develop intercultural competencies together. 
  
Introduction  
 
Under the impact of globalization, higher education in the 21st century faces new changes - to ori-
ent towards global markets, which means to prepare the students with competencies of working 
in intercultural contexts. In engineering education, requirements of developing these competen-
cies have been reflected in the accreditation of engineering programs in different countries. As 
can be cited from the program outcomes and assessment in the Accreditation of Engineering Pro-
grams in the U.S. (ABET 2000), ‘applied science programs must demonstrate that graduates 
have … (g) an ability to communicate effectively, (h) the broad education necessary to under-
stand the impact of solutions in a global and societal context…’ Similar statement can also be 
found in the accreditation of European Engineering Programmes and Graduates (ERU-ACE 
2005) and the study guidelines for study programs in Danish engineering education (AAU 2003). 
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Following both of them, in this paper we define intercultural competencies as capabilities of 
‘working in an international environment with appropriate consideration on differences in culture, 
language, and social and economic factors’.  
 
How can universities prepare students with intercultural competences? In the Danish context, 
there have been two related educational practices: 1) to encourage Danish students to go abroad 
for short-term (one semester for example) study experiences; 2) to establish international pro-
grams and invite foreign students to study in Denmark. This paper will only focus on discussing 
the second practice.  
 
The problem based, project and group work organized learning (PBL) environment has been im-
plemented in some Danish universities for about 30 years. The most important innovative aspect 
of PBL educational concept is ‘the shift from teaching to learning, and consequently the task of 
the teacher is altered from the transferring of knowledge into facilitating to learn (Kolmos 2002)’. It 
particularly provides chances for students to communicate and collaborate through working on 
projects in groups. In the study programs for Danish students, it has been identified as an efficient 
way of educating engineering students with not only technical skills but also social skills like com-
munication, management and organization (Du 2006).  
 
At the international programs, students are provided opportunities to learn in an intercultural envi-
ronment, when they do project work in teams that are made up of students with different cultural 
backgrounds. In this sense, international programs in a PBL environment can be assumed to be 
an effective milieu in which all students can develop intercultural competencies in their learning 
process. However; experiences from the current educational practice showed that it is more com-
plex than what has been expected.  
 
This paper aims to examine the influences of international programs in a PBL environment at Aal-
borg University (AAU) with focus on the development of intercultural competences. Based on em-
pirical evidence that is drawn from both teaching and research experiences, this paper discusses 
the positive effects of international programs in a PBL environment as well as the observed barri-
ers in the development of intercultural competences. As a conclusion, this paper suggests that 
PBL can be a good example of a supportive learning environment in terms of providing students 
opportunities to develop intercultural competences. However, in order to make the best of interna-
tional programs as an intercultural learning context, it is important to 1) establish a shared under-
standing of ‘international’, based on which, new values and practices can be established instead 
of merely applying the established Danish ways of studying,  2) to bring about more awareness 
that international programs should be beneficial learning contexts in which students from different 
cultures can learn from each other and develop intercultural competencies together.  
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The application of PBL concepts to  
educational practice  
 
The theoretical departure for the understanding of PBL derives from the constructivist-
sociocultural approach in terms of understanding and examining learning and education, which in 
the past decade have played a prominent role in the educational development in western coun-
tries (Jarvis et al. 1998). The general belief is that learning takes place from the interaction be-
tween the individuals, and it is a changing process in a certain sociocultural context. In relation to 
the application of PBL concept in educational practice, this approach helps to promote the recog-
nition that learning processes will cover the formation and transformation process of a self, and 
with knowledge and ability of cooperating, reflecting and coping with society in general (Henriksen 
2006). In this way, education and learning is related to a broader social transformation in the 
process of globalization and in the development towards a knowledge society.  
 
The PBL concept has various definitions and ways in application. In relation to engineering edu-
cation, PBL concept is regarded as a successful and innovative educational method for engineer-
ing education (Graaff 2001). Graaff and Kolmos (2003) formulate three common approaches 
characterizing PBL: learning – content – social approaches.  
 
The learning approach refers to three aspects: learning is organized around a) problems, be-
cause the formulation of them allows the learning contents to be related to b) the context, and in 
the learning process, c) experiences are especially important in relation to which problems the 
student is attracted to on the basis of his/her own understanding and interests.  
 
The content approach concerns three aspects as well: a) Interdisciplinary learning. It relates to 
the dimension of knowledge as the solution to the problem formulation, which may span across 
traditional subject-related boundaries and methods. This principle is critical for the organization of 
the teaching because teachers often consider objectives within the known subject-oriented frame-
work, rather than problems or situations.  b) Exemplary practice. It is concerned with ensuring that 
the student’s learning output is exemplary in accordance with the framework of the objectives. 
This is an extremely central principle because the student must engage in a deeper understand-
ing of the selected complex problem formulation. c) Theory-practice. It means that the students 
gain abilities to analyze problems by using theories. During the entire learning process, they learn 
the art of analysis as they are required to analyze problems, analyze solutions, develop solutions, 
and analyze the impact of given solutions.  
 
The social approach refers to team-based learning which means that the majority of the learning 
processes take place in groups and teams. It underpins the learning process as a social act 
where learning takes place through dialogue and communication. Students are not only learning 
from each other – they also learn to share knowledge and organize the process of collaborative 
learning.  
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In the context of Aalborg University, Denmark, the learning principles of the PBL Aalborg Model is 
founded on problem-based project work, in which approximately one half of the students' time is 
spent on project work in teams, whereas the other half is spent on more or less traditional lec-
tures. The project work is formulated within the framework of a given theme, related to the overall 
educational objectives, which can be a broad, open theme or a subject-related limited theme. The 
students are allowed to formulate their project proposal themselves, but there will always be a 
supervisor, who approves the proposal. All project work is made in groups, and the same model 
is followed from the 1st semester until the completion of a masters’ degree. During the span of the 
university degree programme, the groups normally become smaller, starting with typically 6-7 stu-
dents in the 1st year and reduced to approximately 2-3 students in the final semester. Each group 
has one or several supervisors. The role of the supervisor is to give response to the students’ pro-
ject process along the way and not least to run the examination.  
 
The PBL environment has been identified as a supportive learning milieu in which students are 
provided opportunities to develop active learning, self-directed learning and meaningful learning. 
In this learning process, students do not only gain scientific knowledge, technical skills, but also 
capabilities of managing project and team work as well as professional responsibilities in order to 
prepare themselves for the workplace (Du 2006).  
 
Resources of empirical evidence  
 
This paper aims to examine the influence of international programs in a PBL environment on the 
development of intercultural competences.  Empirical evidence of this paper is drawn on both 
teaching experiences and research work with an aim of understanding and promoting intercultural 
teaching and learning. Resources that are used in this paper are mainly from international pro-
grams at two engineering departments at Aalborg University (AAU). Empirical data are mainly 
from 1) teaching experiences in Project Organized Learning (POL) courses in the department of 
Electrical and Electronics Computer Engineering. POL course aims to provide foreign students 
with learning tools when studying in PBL environment; 2) teaching experiences as well as a sur-
vey conducted in a master program in Urban Planning and Management; 3) qualitative interviews 
and observations of selected project groups in both of the departments.  
 
Findings and discussions  
 
The current international programs at Aalborg University provide 2-year-long education, in which 
students are expected to do about 3-4 projects before they can be awarded a master degree. 
 
With the participation of students who come from different countries in the world, the learning en-
vironment turns more and more international.  
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In this sense, international programs in a PBL environment can be assumed to be an effective 
strategy regarding facilitating intercultural competencies for all students. However; experiences 
from conducted educational practice showed that it is more complex than what has been ex-
pected.  
 
The following discussion fall into two aspects:  
 
1) What are the influence of the PBL environment on the development of intercultural compe-
tencies?  
2) What are the issues and problems arising in the processes?  
 
Influence of the PBL environment on  
the development of intercultural  
competencies  
 
Both teaching and research experiences show that the PBL environment has similar as well as 
different effects on foreign students and on Danish students in the learning processes. 
  
Positive effect on foreign students  
 
The major influences on foreign students lie in the new methods of learning and the international 
context. For the majority of them, it is the first time to study through doing projects in groups. 
Based on their reflections, this method provides them challenging and constructive learning ex-
periences in an international context.  
 
At the beginning of each semester, students form project groups (normally from 2-6 students in 
each group) based on their shared interests in solving professional problems. To get the project 
started, students need to search for the information on the background and context, to find rele-
vant literature, to read theoretical articles, to discuss with supervisors or people who know the 
area, and they might also need to contact industries or companies for interviews or observations 
to gain field knowledge. When they have collected enough material, they start to analyze the 
situation and formulate the problem. The next stage is to find out how to solve the problem and 
choose one of the solutions, and this involves the same procedures of searching, reading, dis-
cussing and writing. In this process, they are facilitated with the knowledge from literature, lec-
tures, and supervision; however, they are expected to relate these different knowledge resources 
to their project. They need to develop different strategies to gain theoretical knowledge, methods, 
and context knowledge in order to solve the problem. Instead of following the procedures de-
signed by the teachers, students are expected to manage the project planning on their own.  
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Picture 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Picture 1 shows how a group of international students work together in their project room. They 
use blackboard as assistance in their discussion in order to avoid unnecessary misunderstanding 
in communication since the English language is not the first language for any of them. Everybody 
writes down their thoughts on the blackboard to explain how they understand and suggest things.  
 
In general, working in groups provides sufficient chances to share information. Peer learning 
through group discussion is identified as an effective way of studying technical things. Collabora-
tion in the group work also helps to encourage participation and promote the sense of responsi-
bilities. They bring in different values into the shared practices from the reflection on their past 
experiences from different contexts. Group work involves discussing, reaching agreements, writ-
ing, etc. which demands the awareness and skills of communication, cooperation and manage-
ment. During an interview with the students in a group (see picture 2), they summarized what they 
have learned in the process of working on group projects: 1) new angles of looking at things, 2) 
better understanding of different approaches to tasks based on different educational backgrounds 
and cultural backgrounds, 3) methods of handling different situations, like being patient with oth-
ers, dealing with disagreement by compromising, being both organized and flexible, etc.  
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Picture 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
However, there is a progression during the study from having difficulties understanding why doing 
project in groups to thinking of this study method as a positive learning resource. In this proc-
esses, students learn to learn from mistakes and experiences. Longitude teaching experiences 
show that external assistance on reflection can speed up this progress and reduce difficulties for 
students. In the Master programs at Department of Electrical, Electronics and Computer Engi-
neering (EE), curriculum for the first semester is focused on learning how to learn in the PBL envi-
ronment. As beginners, students are also provided a course named Project Organized Learning, 
which aims to provide introduction to PBL concepts and practices in the context of AAU. In addi-
tion, students are also provided knowledge as well as tools for cultural differences in communica-
tion and learning, project planning, learning methods, collaboration and cooperation in team work 
(for example how to provide constructive comments, how to handle disagreements, and how to 
reach positive communication etc). POL courses are provided hand-in-hand with the process of 
the first project. In this way, students learn to develop project management systems through team 
work along the way of doing the first trial.  This course has been evaluated by the foreign students 
as a useful tool in the process of getting used to the PBL learning environment.  
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Positive effect on Danish students  
 
Learning through doing projects in groups is in general identified as a beneficial way of learning 
by Danish students (Du 2006). At the Danish programs, discussions in the group regarding how 
to relate information from lectures and textbook knowledge to the project work provide a context 
to understand technical contents in a deeper and more meaningful way. Peer learning through 
shared practice is appreciated as an efficient learning strategy in terms of sharing information re-
sources and getting inspiration. Good atmosphere and successful cooperation is specially recog-
nized as great motivation to get work done and to achieve the goal of learning. When reaching 
the master level of education, Danish students are expected to participate in international pro-
grams because it is a good opportunity to study in an international environment without having to 
travel.  
 
The practice of the International Master Program in Urban Planning and Management (UPM) pro-
vides a good example of attracting Danish students to participate in project work in international 
groups. With the expectation of knowing more about other cultures, they have positive attitudes in 
the process of group work during the first semester. Based on their reflection, foreign students 
bring in different ways of working, which provided chances to reflect and rethink their established 
ways of doing group work. This brings about constructive challenges to their established ways of 
thinking and learning.  
 
Challenges and identified barriers  
 
In spite of the constructive influences, there have been observed different problematic issues that 
have brought about difficulties for students in the learning processes. In this paper, the main is-
sues that have turned into barriers to the development of intercultural competences are summa-
rized.  
 
1. Language remains the first problematic issue confronting group work in an international 
context. The use of a second language (English) brings about lots of difficulties in both daily 
communication and professional discussion. However, different strategies have been devel-
oped to solve this problem when students get more familiar with each other.  
2. Having different educational backgrounds, students hold different beliefs on learning. It is 
difficult for the majority of the foreign students, who come from learning environments in 
which they are guided by instructors who knows answers of all the assignment, to under-
stand the concept of PBL. It demands time and experiences to understand the idea of learn-
ing with problem orientation and project organization, which means that nobody knows the 
exact answer until the project is finished, and students need take the responsibility to man-
age their own learning  instead of only receiving instruction from authority passively.  
3. It is difficult for many foreign students to understand that group work can be an efficient way 
of learning. In the Danish context, it is closely related to the social and political culture of 
democracy as well as the constructive approach in the belief of learning (for example, the 
creation of knowledge can come from everybody’s participation and information sharing).   
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In some cultures where competition is highly encouraged and individual achievement is 
greatly valued in the assessment, group work does not have a cultural meaning to exist in 
the educational context. Due to these differences, many foreign students have different per-
ceptions on the group-based assessment, compared with Danish students who are familiar 
with group work since primary school. When reflecting on their experiences of group-based 
exams (the report and oral defence), many foreign students had negative opinions: a) they 
(in the same group) made different efforts but got the same marks in the exam, b) they 
worked harder and did better job but got lower mark than other groups due to the subjective 
criteria in the assessment (differences among examiners), c) their individual achievement is 
not visible, and d) they could not see the benefit of learning if in their future workplace indi-
vidual capabilities are more demanded.  
4. Having different cultural backgrounds, students bring different social values, which can 
bring about miscommunication in the management of group projects. The main cultural dif-
ferences are reflected in the behavioural patterns (what are good or bad manners), values 
on timing and efficiency (punctuality),  ways of conducting meetings, handlings disagree-
ment and reach agreement, perceptions on the role of teaching (authority vs. facilitation), 
attitudes towards learning (process-oriented vs. outcome-focused). Peer evaluation ap-
peared to be much more difficult to be appreciated in a multicultural context than in the Dan-
ish group context. 
5. There is a general lack of collaboration between Danish students and foreign students. In 
the case of UPM, on one hand, some Danish students changed their positive attitudes after 
the first project in international groups because they were disappointed that foreign students 
did not have as much expected knowledge as the Danish students did; therefore, they had 
to spend lots of  energy teaching foreign students how to do things. On the other hand, for-
eign students felt that they had to adapt themselves to learn the Danish ways of doing 
things, because Danish students tend to take things for granted and teach foreign students 
how to do projects in the established ways that they have been used to. In this way, Danish 
students lose some chances to develop intercultural competencies when they are reluctant 
to work together with foreign students.   
 
Conclusions 
 
To summarize the findings from these investigations, studying engineering at international master 
programs in the PBL environment, students are provided multiple learning resources to develop 
not only scientific knowledge, technical competences, but also process competencies like differ-
ent social skills of communication and management. It is also a process whereby students de-
velop intercultural competencies when this learning process takes place in an international con-
text.  
 
This paper argues that some concerns need to be taken into consideration in order to make the 
best benefit of international programs as an intercultural learning context.  Firstly, in order to 
benefit students from different cultural and educational backgrounds, the facilitation of the PBL 
environment should not just be based on the established practices from the Danish programs.  
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In the establishment of international study programs, it is necessary to have a shared understand-
ing of the concept of ‘international’, based on which, new values and practices can be established 
with the purpose of providing students learning opportunities to develop intercultural competen-
cies as well as other capabilities. It is also necessary to bring about the general awareness that 
international programs can be beneficial learning contexts in which students from different cul-
tures can learn from each other and develop intercultural competencies together. 
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Abstract 
 
Increasingly, it seems that problem-based learning (PBL) is regarded as a useful example of stu-
dent centred learning and of dealing with the complex relationship between theoretical knowledge 
on the one hand and practical problems and issues on the other hand. Through more than three 
decades, Aalborg University has developed its own version of PBL, based in project work organ-
ised in groups of students. The result is a focus on the development of student abilities and com-
petences related to discipline knowledge as well as to cooperation, communication, management 
and self-reflection. So far, the Aalborg version of PBL has mainly been implemented in settings of 
Danish students. However, in the last 10-15 years an increasing number of international students 
have joined Aalborg University. This has entailed new challenges to the Aalborg way of PBL; 
challenges associated with a move from a monocultural to a multicultural learning environment.  
 
This presentation focus on the considerations, reflections and specific actions concerning the im-
plementation of PBL in a specific and multicultural environment at Aalborg University, namely that 
of the Master´s programme in Urban Planning and Management. The presentation will be framed 
on re-establishing the chronology of events, material and products associated with the implemen-
tation in autumn 2005 of the first semester (term) of this programme. In particular, the presenta-
tion illustrates the challenges of establishing a common learning environment including both 
(Danish) students who are already familiar with PBL and international students who are mostly 
inexperienced with PBL. 
 
Introduction 
 
For more than three decades Aalborg University (AAU) has developed and applied its own 
method of problem-based and student centred learning. The method emphasises the develop-
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ment of student abilities and competences related to both discipline knowledge and the handling 
of complex working processes. Study programmes are mainly organised around problem- and 
project-oriented work in groups. This implies attention to interdisciplinary approaches as well as to 
cooperation, communication, management and self-reflection. 
 
With this method a great part of the semester teaching and student work revolves around complex 
real-life problems that the students wonder about and try to find answers to in scientific manners 
while working together in groups. A recent evaluation from the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD) has shown that this form of teaching is close to optimal for the 
learning process. Through this work process and supported by courses, literature and the coopera-
tion with companies and organizations, the students arrive at a deeper understanding of the subject 
investigated than what they normally would have learned from just reading and listening. Apart from 
the strictly professional outcome of this work method, it also brings the students other specific and 
important qualifications like e.g. good cooperation skills. (AAU main website, March 2006) 
 
However, this method has mainly grown in a context of Danish students. Through the last 10-15 
years an increasing number of international students have joined AAU, thus entailing new chal-
lenges to the Aalborg way of PBL; challenges associated with a move from a monocultural to a 
multicultural learning environment. In addition, a number of new international study programmes 
have emerged at AAU, and the university officially profiles itself as being oriented towards inter-
nationalisation. 
 
Hence, it seems relevant to ask how the Aalborg PBL method copes with these changes. How 
does the move towards internationalisation and increased cultural complexity influence the Aal-
borg PBL method? What challenges arise, and how can they be handled?  
 
This paper and presentation aim to focus on and learn from the considerations, reflections and 
specific actions (and hence goals and means) concerning the implementation of PBL in a specific 
and multicultural environment at Aalborg University, namely that of the Master´s programme in 
Urban Planning and Management (see http://www.urban.aau.dk/). It is the intention to do so by 
re-establishing the chronology of events, material and products associated with the implementa-
tion in autumn 2005 of the first semester of this programme. The paper and presentation will con-
clude by tentatively suggesting some lessons for doing PBL in a multicultural environment. 
 
Preparing the semester 
 
During 2004 and early 2005 it was decided by the study board responsible for the Master’s pro-
gramme in Urban Planning and Management (UPM) that the programme should become fully in-
ternational, implying that all relevant programme material, courses and teaching material should 
be transformed into and carried out in English. The programme had started in a Danish version a 
couple of years earlier, however with the intention from the outset that the programme should 
change into English when marketing material etc. had been prepared. After having added the 
English version of UPM to the main university website, international students (with bachelor de-
grees) started to apply for the programme. Danish students also applied, mainly from the Plan & 
Environment and Geography bachelor programmes. As a result, 31 students were accepted into 
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the first semester (autumn 2005) of the revised UPM master’s programme. A total of 12 nationali-
ties (from 5 continents) were represented – 16 Danish students and 15 international students (7 
guest students for one semester only + 8 students for the entire master’s programme). 
 
Apart from posing a challenge to courses and teaching material, this new mixture of students also 
posed a challenge to designing the teaching methods of the semester. In particular, the establish-
ment of problem-based projects and student groups working with these projects were seen as a 
new challenge, given the significant differences in the background of the students. It was likely 
that Danish students would be keen to get started forming groups and projects. Having been 
through similar procedures for at least 6 semesters, it was reasonable to expect that Danish stu-
dents would be interested in and able to establish groups and projects quite fast; perhaps in just a 
couple of hours. However, it also seemed fair to expect that most, if not all, international students 
would have no or rather limited experiences with PBL-learning in groups, and that the interna-
tional students would feel left alone or without knowing what to do in the group and project forma-
tion process. 
 
Hence, a new agenda and procedure for this process had to be established. Inspiration for deal-
ing with PBL in a multicultural environment was sought in an associated Master’s programme in 
Environmental Management (EM) at AAU. The EM programme had several years of experience 
in dealing with a mixture of Danish and international students. In particular, the EM programme 
had experimented with applying an introduction period, in which students were administratively 
put into multicultural groups in order to do a predefined pilot project. The idea of an introduction 
period was also considered useful for the UPM programme. However, the design was revised and 
changed somewhat.  
 
The introduction period of UPM was reduced to two weeks only and without a prior establishment 
of groups or a pilot project. Assuming that all students would arrive with their own expectations 
and ideas for studying UPM, it was considered important to use this prior engagement to let the 
students themselves build ideas and settings for projects and groups. Furthermore, it was consid-
ered important to let the project and group formation aim at the entire semester period, meaning 
that the introduction period should avoid pilot projects and instead use the students own ideas to 
build the project and the group that would carry them to the end of the semester. The intention 
was to avoid discouraging the students unnecessarily by exposing them to a predefined pilot as-
signment that may not fit well with their initial and different motivations for joining UPM.  
 
Based on experiences from the EM programme, the advantage of doing a pilot project in forced 
multicultural settings seemed to be that the students would accumulate experience with working 
problem-oriented in a multicultural group before building the projects and groups for the remaining 
part of the semester. However, in designing the UPM introduction period it was assumed that 
gaining sufficient (useful) experience with PBL in a multicultural environment would not come 
from a compressed and predefined pilot project only, but rather from one or two full semesters of 
group work.  
 
Nevertheless, it was not without worries that the new design was established, and already before 
starting the semester it was planed that the working processes and its outcome should be moni-
tored closely, e.g. through a steering group (semester coordinator student co-coordinator and stu-
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dent representatives from each group), the compulsory semester evaluation (performed by the 
students) and a questionnaire (composed by the semester coordinator in cooperation with the 
students). 
 
The presentation at the conference will discuss the preparations for the semester in further detail 
– including preparation of material and informing students, teachers and supervisors in order to 
prepare them for new roles and working processes. 
 
The introduction period 
 
The first semester of the UPM master’s programme was started on 1st September 2005. The in-
troduction period was designed as follows: 
 
y Introduction seminar: On the first day, the semester coordinator introduced the students to 
the entire master as well as to the semester. This included information concerning the pro-
gramme in general, the contents of the first semester and some practical information. Most 
importantly, however, was to inform and discuss the general idea and design of the intro-
duction period with the students themselves. In particular, it was emphasised that working 
across cultural differences might produce some very useful experiences and develop new 
competences. Finally, the process of forming ideas for projects was initiated. 
y On the same evening, the students and some teachers attended a UPM welcome party. 
y The following week, the students attended introductions to and lectures in several courses. 
Some courses where aimed at providing inspiration for the upcoming project work. Mean-
while, the students were encouraged to add, to the semester website, their own ideas, sug-
gestions and proposals for projects. 
y Halfway through the introduction period, a project café and LEA-seminar on learning in a 
multicultural environment was carried out. The project café focused on further building and 
discussing project ideas and topics, aided by a team of supervisors. As a result, the stu-
dents and the coordinator agreed to end the process of establishing new ideas and topics 
by settling for a few well-discussed topics, but to continue the process of establishing 
groups based on these fixed topics in the following days. While the project café focused on 
the possible contents of projects, the following LEA-seminar focused on the process, in par-
ticular on the expected challenges as well as opportunities in working across cultural differ-
ences. 
y In the second week of the introduction period, the students continued attending course ac-
tivities, while discussing possible group settings. On the semester web-site, the students 
could add their own name to one or more of the fixed topics – in order to make visible their 
interests. 
y A final project and group formation seminar was carried out by the end of the two week in-
troduction period. As the topics for projects had already been settled, the seminar concen-
trated on the concluding establishment of student groups. The students worked hard on 
their own for two hours - resulting in the establishment of 7 groups; with only one group con-
sisting only of Danish students. 
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The conference presentation will describe the introduction period in more detail, e.g. by providing 
examples of the material, the slides, and the methods used to get the students started. 
 
The rest of the semester 
 
Having formed projects and groups, each group was appointed a supervisor with relevant experi-
ence or knowledge concerning the chosen topic for the project. The remaining part of the semes-
ter was designed so that course activities were most intensive in the beginning, with still more 
time for doing project work as the semester progressed. The final course activity took place in late 
November, leaving the students with a good month to finish their project. Halfway through the se-
mester, a seminar discussed the status of the project work; based in student group presentations 
of each project and following discussions among all students and supervisors concerning how to 
proceed with the work. 
 
Two additional seminars concerning PBL, learning in groups and professional communication 
were also carried out; one in late September and the other in late October. These two seminars 
aimed to aid the students in the processes associated with working in groups. In particular it was 
the intention to assist international students in understanding and handling the working processes 
that they were now becoming increasingly experienced with.  
 
Through email correspondence and two meetings, the above mentioned steering group aimed to 
identify and deal with challenges or problems occurring along the progress of the semester. How-
ever, the main task of the steering group turned out to be to discuss and choose topics and candi-
dates for guest lectures.  
 
At the conference, the presentation will give more insight into the dynamics of the problem- and 
project-oriented work in groups, e.g. by providing a specific example. 
 
Evaluation of the semester 
 
The semester has been evaluated in two ways: through a compulsory semester evaluation per-
formed and written by the students, and a questionnaire initiated by the semester coordinator. 
The semester evaluation concluded the following (of special relevance to the issues in this paper 
and presentation): 
 
y The introduction period for the group formation worked well, but there still were some prob-
lems on the final day where the groups were formed, however this properly can not be 
avoided because of the very different backgrounds and the normal problems in coordinating 
how the groups will structure themselves. Overall the group formation was a good process. 
y The foreign students missed a more in dept explanation on how to do projects, witch could 
make it easier starting up projects. 
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y The LEA (Learning in a multicultural environment) seminars covered a broad aspect of 
problems, but the students would have liked to use more time on [individual] stereotypes. A 
discussion on how to do project/group work would be a good add-on. Only a few of the in-
ternational students followed this course, therefore it is important for the next semester that 
it is amplified for all students the importance of this course. The semester coordinator un-
derlined the importance of this course several times, unluckily without effect. An idea would 
be to hold all lectures in the first week. 
y Some of the Danish students sees a lack of knowledge in computers, GIS, word and excel 
among some of the international students. This can cause problems in the project work. An 
idea is to use Danish students as tutors in an introduction course on how to use the above. 
 
The questionnaire was answered by 19 out of 31 students. The questionnaire specifically encour-
aged the students to identify and describe their experiences with working in a multicultural envi-
ronment. The answers support the remarks above, however in much more detail. Most students 
exemplified both problems and advantages in working in a multicultural environment. Interest-
ingly, the problems described were mostly claimed to be related to individual differences, rather 
than to cultural differences. Many Danish students described their difficulties in teaching interna-
tional group members how to do PBL and project work in groups, while on the other hand ac-
knowledging the benefits from having expanded their worldview through the eyes of international 
students. However, most Danish students do not feel that such efforts are appreciated in the 
learning objectives of the study programmes. Most international students emphasised their diffi-
culties in learning how to do project work in groups, but they also emphasised rather strongly that 
they have learned and benefited from having experienced those difficulties. For instance by be-
coming more open-minded and being pressed to defend ones own thoughts and ideas, and to 
use this situation to build common ground: `When group writing really worked, it was a unique 
and pleasant feeling´. 
 
The conference presentation will present the evaluation and questionnaire in more detail. 
 
Lessons learned for PBL in a  
multicultural environment  
 
The experiences with the new UPM programme illustrates some challenges of establishing a 
common learning environment including both (Danish) students who are already familiar with PBL 
and international students who are mostly inexperienced with PBL. Based on those experiences, 
the following lessons for PBL (in groups) in a multicultural environment are tentatively suggested: 
 
y Use an introduction period in order to get new and international students started, but also in 
order to signal to local students that a revised version of the PBL methods well-known to 
them is about to be implemented. It is recommendable to take a starting point in the stu-
dents own experiences and expectations, rather than to assign predefined tasks. 
y The introduction period should be aimed at, and used for, letting the students discover, dis-
cuss and develop their mutual expectations as well as their interdependence. 
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y Include last year’s experiences when introducing the semester, in particular concerning PBL 
working processes. 
y Use the local students to actively integrate the international students, e.g. by tutoring ar-
rangements or by letting the local students explain the local PBL style seen from their ex-
perience. 
y Put (even) more focus on PBL working processes during the introduction period; in the UPM 
case by scheduling all LEA-seminars during this period, and by including more knowledge 
and discussion concerning individual stereotypes in these seminars. 
y Individual differences seem to matter more than cultural differences. However, it is recom-
mendable to avoid too many different cultures or nationalities in one group as it sometimes 
proves to be very time-consuming just to get the group to work socially – with negative con-
sequences to the actual contents and quality of the project work. 
y International study programmes should include learning objectives related to working proc-
ess competences and to learning across differences and cultures. Thereby, the hard work 
of learning how to work in multicultural groups and settings can also be acknowledged and 
evaluated. This may also increase the motivation for the students to aim for more peer-
learning across differences and cultures, e.g. to make a greater effort to make the groups 
work even better. 
 
At the conference, these lessons will be explained further, and more lessons will be added and 
exemplified. 
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A large scale problem based learning  
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construction project  
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Abstract 
 
This paper describes the pedagogical experiences and lessons learned obtained in a large inter-
national student experiment:  
 
y Build and launch a satellite within two years time frame with students from a universities all 
over Europe.  
y Develop your own cooperative structures. 
y Students may be forced to obtain skills on the fly as needed. 
 
From a teaching angle this can be viewed as a very complex Problem Based Learning (PBL) ex-
periment. 
 
ESA (European Space Agency) Education Office launched January 2004 this rather ambitious 
project: Let students from all over Europe build a micro satellite within 18 months from design to 
launch – today claimed as the the fastest satellite construction ever. 
 
The project is in details described at http://sseti.gte.tuwien.ac.at/WSW4/express1.htm.  
 
More than 150 students from more than 14 universities all over Europe were participating in the 
development and construction of the SSETI EXPRESS. The satellite was successfully launched 
on October 27th 2005 (http://www.express.space.aau.dk) and was in full operation the first 10 or-
bits until a power system failure occurred. We and ESA view the project as very successful. From 
the beginning not many did believe in it. 
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AAU and PBL the starting point 
 
Aalborg University (AAU) has a long tradition for Problem Based Learning at all three faculties 
since the birth of the University in 1974.   
 
Within the engineering education skills are obtained by a combination of traditional lectures and 
group based project work with guidance and supervision from scientific staff. 
 
The Problem Based Learning (PBL) paradigm is the cornerstone in education of engineers at Aal-
borg University.  In fact, the entire educational structure of the university – at all three faculties - is 
based around project organized PBL. The students have an increased responsibility for their own 
learning – as individuals and to some extent on group level - by working in project groups. This 
requires the students to cooperate in carrying out the project work and communicate the curricu-
lum between them. This teaching method yields higher level of reflection and deeper understand-
ing [1,6] and at the same time learning to “work like an engineer”. For a detailed description of the 
AAU implementation of the PBL model see [2, 3] or visit http://www.puc.aau.dk.  
 
In general the PBL is implemented as follows: Students spend half of their (nominal) time working 
in groups focusing on solving a specific problem, and the other half on more traditional lectures. 
Each semester the students at own initiative form groups of typically 3-6 students. In the group 
they must select a project from a pool of proposals, which they will then work on during the se-
mester under the supervision of a scientific staff member. Each of these groups get and a super-
visor and an office of their own assigned for the project. All their study activities are carried out 
within the group. The students are supposed to be at campus 35-40 hours a week – like a 
“normal job” and in addition to that preparing for lectures. In this very close living the students are 
supposed to aide and support each other – and they do.  
 
To ensure a certain education the project must fulfill some educational demands based on 
themes for the individual semesters. The specific problems, the groups work with in their project, 
can either be suggested by themselves, but most likely it is suggested by a scientific staff mem-
ber, often in co-operation with industry. The students carry out the projects all the way from prob-
lem formulation and analysis, through the problem solving, and to the final result which is an 80-
200 pages report and for the engineer students, a prototype of the system and  technical docu-
mentation for what they have developed. The principle of the project work is shown in principle at 
figure 1. 
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Figure 1: A schematic over project activities. 
 
At http://www.esn.aau.dk/english/UK_index/index_uk.html is our study structure for electronics 
and information technology at AAU – the homeland of the authors. 
 
This organization of the education system has proven to be very rewarding for the graduates, and 
it is very popular with the students themselves, who prefer real life engineering problems com-
pared to hypothetical, academic problems and lectures. This has lead to a highly beneficial co-
operation with the local industry as many student projects are proposed by companies. Our stu-
dents are examined within the same rule set as other Master Educations in Denmark. Our rating 
is as least as high as the others. 75% of the Master students graduate after 5.2 year(nominal 
M.Sc. study last 5 years) compared to 25% for a competing Danish educational site.  
 
Problem Based learning for  
building Student Satellite Programs 
 
The typical engineering projects at AAU are structured for solving a specific problem within the 
duration of a single semester, and cooperation with other groups is seldom. The hardware built by 
the groups, and used for demonstration of concepts at the project examine, is at the prototyping 
level for “proof of concept” use, and seldom finalized to more than a functional prototype. 
  
Building satellites is a massive extension of a standard one semester project. 
 
It differs at least as follows: 
 
y Duration more than one semester 
y Cooperation between different groups 
− At different semesters 
− From different specializations (ex. electronics, IT, mech, communication,…) 
y Not building a “proof of concept” but building a high quality spacecraft 
Solving 
the problem 
 
Litterature Lectures 
Problem analysis 
Tutorials Study in group Experiments 
Field studies 
Product 
Report 
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y High level of 
− Documentation 
− Testing 
y Putting the satellite in orbit 
y Economy: 1 kg in low orbit cost US $40.000 just for launch 
 
It is a requirement that a satellite is built and launched, which introduces a number of problems of 
implementing a satellite project within a PBL framework. A single group cannot be expected to 
design and build an entire satellite within one semester. It is necessary to involve several groups, 
from different semesters and institutes, for the duration of a number of semesters. Some groups 
are expected to be involved in only parts of the project, as tasks finalize or new tasks are pro-
posed to new groups. Building of the satellite will take more time than justified by a normal stu-
dent project.  
 
This method requires extensive work in management of the projects, maintained jointly by the stu-
dents and staff members. 
 
A challenge for the scientific staff is to impose guidance on the project. In a normal PBL based 
project running a semester the rules are easily identified and the scope is rather limited.   
 
The students are carrying out these normal semester projects under close supervision from their 
supervisor.  
 
In contradiction the management and supervision roles of the scientific staff in the satellite project 
is reduced by purpose for fullfilling the intention that the students are in control of the project. The 
University staff (professors,…) conduct what we have defined as “Invisible management and 
guidance”. The purpose is to be NOT in control of the project but be ready for guidance, supervi-
sion and in seldom cases more traditional management if the project comes in very deep trouble. 
This gives the students responsibility for their project. 
 
The purpose is not to reduce the workload of staff but to let the students mature within the proc-
ess. It is no secret that many frustrations – like different interpretation of workload or technical 
problems/challenges, … - can be very frustrating, but for the most the students reach solutions by 
themselves – as intended. A very valuable experience and learning. 
 
Satellite Structuring 
 
A satellite is organized in a number of subsystems (like pro satellite development). Some of the 
main subsystems are: power supply, main control computer, payload, maneuvering, communica-
tion and ground station. To hav a functional and efficient management each subsystem group ap-
points a delegate – a system engineer – which participates in the steering committee. A second 
seat in the committee is given to each group, occupied round-robin amongst the remaining group 
members.  
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This ensures consistency and continuity in the steering committee and ensures that all students 
are included in the management tasks, whilst limiting the number of people present at meetings.  
 
At AAU, this structure is mainly implemented in the first half of the project, since experience 
shows that the number of groups involved, and also the sizes of the groups, tend to decrease 
over the project period. This is due to the fact that tasks at the finalization of a satellite, i.e. imple-
mentation, integration, and testing, are not tasks which semester projects can be based on within 
the curriculum. Hence these tasks are typically done by students in their spare time, motivated by 
the prospect of launching the satellite into space. From an educator’s point of view, this is an im-
portant benefit of PBL in space education, as the extra work put in by the students, also gives the 
students relevant hands-on experience, without compromising the scope of the curriculums. 
 
The steering committee ensures the maintenance of necessary system engineering documents, 
such as user and system requirement documents, time plans, milestones, etc. In the beginning of 
a satellite project, the main part of these tasks is handled by staff. As the project progresses, the 
maintenance responsibility of the documents are passed on to individual students in the steering 
committee. This is done to prevent work overload of the students at the beginning of the project, 
since project management is a comprehensive task, and the students have courses to follow, and 
sub-systems to design on top of this work. 
 
Students at AAU did succeed to build their first satellite in the period 2001-2003 which is shown in 
figure 2. The satellite was in orbit June 2003 and was in successful operation for several months 
(http://www.cubesat.aau.dk) 
 
Figure 2: AAUs first CUBESAT  10cm x 10cm x 10 cm 1 kg. 
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PBL and building an international student 
satellite ESA’s SSETI EXPRESS. 
 
European Space Agency (ESA) has an obligation to spread interest and knowledge for space. 
For that purpose ESA Education Office has several activities ranging from public schools to uni-
versity students.  Activities range from visit from school children to building student satellites. 
 
Compared to normal PBL education activities SSETI EXPRESS may be regarded as a very ex-
treme high risk project in context of the project and the variety of students involved. Such a large 
scale “experiment” has not being tried before. 
 
The project was a student driven project with student project responsibility adding at lot of interna-
tional experiences and project management skills to the outcome of more traditional one semes-
ter, single group projects. The ESA Educational Office associated a technical coordinator and an 
administrative coordinator with the project – two very important anchor persons. 
 
ESA Education was formal in charge of the project and individual students NOT universities were 
enrolled as participants. More than 150 students from 14 universities were participating in the 
whole project period or parts hereof. The main idea of enrolling students instead of universities 
was to let the student be in control and not the universities.  
 
Some of  ESA’s  criteria’s of success was: 
 
y Get engineering students interested in space. 
y Get engineering students all over Europe to meet and cooperate. 
y Having cooperation despite peoples different physical location. 
y Have a design of a satellite to be developed. 
y Get a working model. 
y Get a flight model build (the one to go in space). 
y Get a satellite up in orbit. 
y Operate satellite from earth. 
y Get attention from children, students and population in general. 
y Get it all done in a time frame of 18 month. 
 
It is interesting to observe that success was not only a matter of flying a satellite but mainly to 
gain attention for space and space education, and to have students cooperate over the border-
lines in Europe. Participation in a successful large scale inter cultural problem based engineering 
project includes a variety of engineering disciplines as mechanical construction, communication 
system, power supply, attitude control system, onboard computer systems, software, ground sta-
tion and  payloads, all to be covered by students from universities using different educational 
models. In addition due to the number of involved partners, economics and physical distances 
many of the students never meet in real life, implying that cyberspace communication technology 
was vital within the project. 
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The combination of the PBL educational system and the satellite experiences within the Depart-
ment of Control Engineering made it very relevant for our students to participate in the ESA stu-
dent satellite SSETI EXPRESS. Our year long experience in PBL and the very non formal way 
“Scandinavian” of real cooperation between students and teachers/professors provides the stu-
dents with the necessary skills for such a cooperation.  
 
The effect of PBL trained students  
in an international project 
 
From the beginning the AAU students were responsible for one of the subsystems, the attitude 
control system. The AAU student involvement changed very much during the project. This did 
change very much over time. For a number of the participating students from around Europe it 
seems to be very difficult to do this very complex project work and project cooperation. For many 
of them SSETI EXPRESS was their first project ever. Many engineer education institutions 
around Europe still stick to a traditional academic method of learning – mostly based on lectures 
and exercises.  
 
In contradiction to that the students from AAU had very high benefit of their PBL skills. They were 
able to obtain an overview of the whole project. From being responsible for only a minor part of 
the satellite they did overtake work and subsystems from other students which realized they could 
not perform within the very limited time frame. They ended up as a major player in system man-
agement and system integration, they delivered four subsystems including the main computer 
and the communication system and finally they developed two ground stations, one at Aalborg 
University and one remote controlled ground station at Svaldbard in the North Atlantic. The 
launch operations were conducted at the local "Houston" Ground station in Aalborg. 
 
A number of problems were identified: 
 
y Many universities did not have any tradition for PBL or doing project work as part of the 
study – e. g. the students was not familiar with working like real engineers. 
y Many universities did not try to incorporate the students participation in the curriculum. 
y There are very broad span in cultural behavior across Europe. But all students were trying 
to perform to their best. 
y It didn’t fit to a standard semester - 18 months for the satellite project compared to 5/6 
months for a “normal” semester project. 
y Difficulties in integrating the tasks in the education at the traditional universities. 
y The complexity in the satellite project is extreme compared to a standard PBL projects. 
y The project had to end up with a real tested product at the launch date! 
y The last phase: finalization and launch campaign is very difficult to fit into the study curricu-
lum. 
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Figure 3: SSETI EXPRESS flight model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Effort Distribution 
 
A normal student project has a distribution in the workload roughly as follows: 
 
y Obtaining knowledge 15% 
y Problem Analysis 25% 
y Problem definition 10% 
y Design 30% 
y Implementation and test 20% 
 
The construction of a satellite is more like: 
 
y Obtaining knowledge 10% 
y Problem Analysis 10% 
y Problem definition 10% 
y Design 15% 
y Implementation and test 55% 
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This does imply that the students use less time of the first bullets but rather that much more work-
ing power is put into the project. 
 
This can have some curriculum problems if all the time used by the students has to be part of 
their education. In real life they use much of the private time, holidays etc. 
 
Lessons learned 
 
It is our honest believe that engineering students which are following a PBL project based study 
has skills not obtained at more traditional engineering education institutions. It is natural for them 
to work as/like an engineer. Their capabilities within project organization and structural analysis 
etc give them many advantages in a complex project like SSETI EXPRESS. It has also been in-
teresting to observe that the other students recognize these qualities and give them space in 
management as well as at technical level.  
 
A negative side effect has been that our students has been among the most engaged and hardest 
working at the project. This may have an impact on their “normal education”. But the university 
has seen this as an alternative and very promising way of obtaining curriculum. This is also a ne-
cessity if we as responsible teachers shall “let” our students participate in such projects. 
 
From a student perspective this is the ultimate way of learning to be an engineer. The price is the 
time used – which can be many hours. 
 
In that context it can be argued that for many of the participating students such a project becomes 
a mixture between education and a hobby. 
 
After the launch the project has been acknowledged from ESA top leadership as a very high qual-
ity project, which has paved the road for continuation of such projects in ESA regi. 
 
We are already on way with the next AAU student satellite AAUSAT:  
See http://www.aausatii.aau.dk 
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Abstract 
 
This paper deals with the challenge of establishing engineering student projects in collaboration 
with industry. Based on empirical results a set of advices for industrial collaboration in project ori-
ented problem based learning are formulated. 
 
Introduction 
 
Project organized Problem Based Learning (PBL) has been an integrated part of the engineering 
educations at Aalborg University since the University was established in 1974. The project work 
generally accounts for 50% of the study time. Other 50% is conducted in the forms of lectures, 
courses, seminars, classroom training, laboratory work and workshops. 
 
At Aalborg University important aspects in engineering education are learning objectives, achiev-
ing deeper and more lasting understanding of theory, integration of curriculum elements and out-
reach objectives involving universities, industry and the public at large. In addition elements as 
development of communication skills, design skills, team skills and sensitivity to social, environ-
mental and economic factors are important. The team end project based PBL model support 
these demands. 
 
The idealized problem based learning project work deals with real life problems and most engi-
neering students are highly motivated by projects carried out in collaboration with industrial part-
ners. This paper deals with the challenges of establishing and performing industrial student pro-
jects in which the students need to use the theoretical disciplines from the semester curriculum in 
progress in solving the project problems.  
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At the same time the collaboration has to be established as a win - win situation to industry and 
students to secure the possibilities of analogous future projects.  
 
The project work is defined within a semester theme, describing the disciplines to be included. It 
is supervisor responsibility to ensure the projects include all relevant aspects. The theme descrip-
tion always has to be taken into account when formulating industrial collaboration projects.  
 
At the first semesters the study plans are relatively tighten. All the students have to do project 
work based on basic theoretical disciplines. As it is difficult to find industrial projects fulfilling these 
demands most student projects tends to be university formulated laboratory projects using dedi-
cated equipment to illustrate the theories in focus. At the higher semesters there are less specific 
study plans giving better possibilities for establishing relevant industrial projects. Additionally the 
students have an extended knowledge at the last semesters.  
 
Motivating factors 
 
Initially all partners in industrial student projects are positive to the idea. Having different goals for 
the collaboration it is still possible to establish student projects as win – win – win projects to uni-
versity, students and industry. 
 
Universities 
 
These years there are an intensive political focus on the usability of university activities to the so-
ciety and especially to the industry implying that it is of particular interest to the university to es-
tablish industrial collaboration at all levels of research and education.  
 
Industrial tasks are seen as an important motivating factor and a great challenge in student pro-
jects by most staff members. At the same time it is interpreted as a way to establish contact to 
industrial partners giving the possibility of future research collaboration. Establishment of re-
search collaboration projects involving a large amount of manpower and financial support can be 
difficult as a first co-operation. Especially projects involving the university and small companies 
unused to that kind of projects can benefit from student projects. 
 
Students 
 
Students are very motivated by projects based on real life problems. In addition to the “normal” 
benefit from project work, the industrial collaboration will give a possibility to take part in solving 
realistic problems, a deeper knowledge on conditions of employment in industry, typical real-life 
projects, communication skills, team work and maybe even a part time student job or a job for the 
vacations. 
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Industry 
 
The motivations for industrial companies to participate in the 
formulation and implementation of student projects are dif-
fering. Some companies set up project proposals for patri-
otic reasons. Another reason is that there has been a grow-
ing lack of engineers in Denmark and Western Europe dur-
ing the last decade, implying that companies are motivated 
to help attracting students to engineering universities and 
especially to motivate students to specialize in disciplines 
useful for their own companies. One of the ways to realize 
this is collaboration with universities, especially to formulate 
and assist in running student projects. 
 
To obtain a fruitful collaboration between students and in-
dustry it is very important to clarify the collaboration condi-
tions to the students and the company and to agree on the 
expectations. In this paper experiences from very success-
ful as well as less successful collaboration projects are used 
to set up a generalized list with elements to be taken into 
account for collaboration projects. Important examples are 
mentioned below.                                                                                 
                                                                                       
Project examples 
 
In the following section examples illustrating different types of collaboration project necessitat-
ing different types of agreements are described. 
 
The examples are taken from the control engineering educations. Control engineering is ap-
plied in a wide range of applications as consumer electronics e.g. CD-players, in power sys-
tems, in plant automation, in motors and pumps etc. 
 
Within the control engineering educations at Aalborg University there is a well established tradi-
tion for definition of student projects in collaboration with industrial companies. This type of pro-
jects always demands knowledge of the structure of the system in focus as well as of the dy-
namic behaviour of the system, making real time system data essential to all projects. Data can 
be the first hurtle. First it can be very important and sensitive to the production while the com-
pany might wish it confidential. Secondly it can be difficult to get even though it can be obtained 
in several ways, either by data acquisition on location or remote data acquisition, by installing a 
system or a system model in the laboratory or by real time simulation.  
 
Correspondingly it has to be possible to activate the system through actuators. 
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A Danish food production plant is technically very complex and holds many very interesting tasks 
from a control point of view. At the same time the company is very co-operative. To be useful for 
student projects some practical problems has to be solved. The geographic location of the plant 
imply a 5 hour travelling time each way and due to the growing season the production is only 
three months a year ( October, November and December). The autumn semester at the university 
is from September 1st until end of January, and the spring semester is from February 1st to the 
end of June, meaning that it is impossible to get new measurements in the spring semester as 
there is no production. In the autumn semester all data collections and changes have to be well 
planed at a very early stage, as the plant staff is very busy during the production period. The first 
student projects ended up chaotic as all data had to be reconstructed from old plant supervision 
information.  
 
To overcome these problems the supervisors and the factory staff had to get a good overview 
and a long term plan. Possible student projects was planed by university staff and factory staff at 
least a year in advance to secure the necessary data collections in advance. Additionally a real 
time simulator illustrating the dynamic behaviour of the relevant parts of the plant was developed. 
To give the students on-location knowledge and the possibility of discussion with plant staff the 
company was willing to pay the student travel expenses. Taking these initiatives into account the 
production plant was well suited for student projects during several semesters in the automation 
education. 
 
Small upcoming companies often rely on a very specific idea. A major area of concern is to loose 
the idea to competing manufacturer. In many cases the company expertise is not covering all as-
pects of the product or production and they need solutions within a short period. What they really 
need is consultancy work as cheap as possible. In such cases it is very important to make it clear 
that student projects don’t guarantee a result and doesn’t comprise product maturing.  
 
An example is an upcoming communication company. The formulated project involved equipment 
very important to future success for the company implying strict confidential requirements. 
 
To run this project, it had to be made clear to the company that the university basically is an open 
environment. In this case it turned up to be a problem as it was relevant and convenient to place 
company equipment at the university. Laboratories are not public, but many students and staff 
have access. The solution was to place the equipment in a locked laboratory, making it clear that 
it couldn’t be guaranteed that anybody from outside would get access. Another problem was the 
students’ final report. It is basically public, but it is possible to make parts of a report confidential. 
The students were asked to sign a declaration of confidentiality, but the university strongly ad-
vised them not to sign a competition clause.  
 
Some of the very large Danish industrial companies have learned how to handle student projects. 
They are formulating a wide range of projects. Most of them are very easy to handle. The projects 
are formulated to fit into the study plans, the companies support with necessary equipment and 
data. Additionally they let the students visit the production plants and make staff disposal when 
necessary. The purpose for these projects can be to develop and test ideas and principles for fu-
ture use making the company independent of short term results.      
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Guidelines for development of  
industrial projects  
 
When the university was established 30 years ago the staff had to do a lot of field work to find 
relevant industrial projects, IPR almost always accrued to the company. Now it is the opposite 
way round. The companies turn to the university and they pay parts of the expenses. IPR is 
shared between the company, the students and maybe the supervisor. Still the supervisors have 
to evaluate the proposals carefully due to the possible use of the theoretical disciplines in the se-
mester theme, the availability of necessary equipment, information etc. 
 
In this section identified rules of thumb for god collaboration projects are pinpointed. 
 
Student project definition 
 
The first thing to handle is defining a student project to the company and the students. It is impor-
tant to clarify the expectations to the partners. It has to be made clear to the companies that stu-
dent projects are different from consultant engineers. Student’s projects have to fulfill the study 
program; the project reports in general are public and as a minimum it has to be read by a censor. 
Given some of the data are confidential it is possible to split the report in two parts a public part 
and a confidential part.The curriculum describes demands for the disciplines to be handled which 
is more important than company relevant results.  
According to the above mentioned circumstances it could 
appear to be very problematic to establish good and suc-
cessful student projects in collaboration with industrial part-
ners. That is not the case. The examples illustrate prob-
lems in the establishment of the first collaboration projects. 
Later some general considerations has been taken into ac-
count and every case ended up with very successful pro-
jects. One of the lessons learned is, that it is very important 
that the supervisor carefully evaluate the project ideas be-
fore startup. 
 
These examples illustrate different types of industrial stu-
dent projects giving different advantages and disadvan-
tages. Empirical results from the examples and other pro-
jects show that industrial involvement in student projects in 
general are very positive but it need to be well planed and 
arranged to be successful. In the next section some of the 
issues are enhanced.                                                                           
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In the best case the company can benefit from investigation of solutions to long term tasks within 
the company or from the solutions as a kind of prototyping. Projects can’t be used for final product 
development. 
 
Even though the companies have to spend time and maybe money and equipment student pro-
jects don’t necessarily lead to a solution to a present problem. Though given the company has 
staff acting as sparring partners it can benefit from student attention and knowledge of the com-
pany, future engineers with specialisations within the area of the company and easy aces to uni-
versity staff for instance for research results and advices to company problems. 
 
A subsequent problem could be that new ideas as well as facts on efficiency and similar matters 
must be released if relevant to the agreed project. 
 
Another important issue is to make a realistic estimate on the performance level of the company– 
preferably a timing of necessary assistance.  
 
Companies have to realize that participating can be an extra strain to busy staff. During a project 
period the company has to be supportive due to competent staff – not necessarily engineers, 
plant operators with a detailed knowledge of the production are also relevant. In a similar way it 
has to be clear to the students that confidence and respect to working conditions and production 
within the companies are very important. Data acquisitions and tests must be planed and pre-
agreed with company staff in detail. At the same time the students have to be aware of that deals 
tends to be broken in busy periods in the company. 
 
Student projects are not a consultancy assignment giving a guarantied solution. In student pro-
jects students supported by a supervisor are working at the tasks for a semester; there are no 
guarantees for the result but always the advantage of outside ideas to the solution of relevant 
tasks. Usually the student commitment and result is related to the company commitment. 
 
The project proposal needs to be well prepared before the semester start-up which can be a time 
consuming process. It is necessary to inform the company that even though the project proposals 
are well planed it is not necessarily chosen by the students.  
 
Economical aspects 
 
Other important issues are to make an agreement on all economical aspects of the project and to 
make an agreement on legal property rights IPR. 
 
Concerning direct costs, it must be made very clear to the company that participating involve ex-
penses. Staff has to participate in project meetings; most engineering projects necessitate aces to 
data and equipment and an agreement on the responsibility for equipment to be operational is 
needed. 
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In general the data will need to illustrate the dynamic behavior of the system. It has to be realized 
that such measurements can be difficult and expensive to obtain and sometimes it can catch out 
company secrets. There is a big difference in the usability of on-line and off-line data measure-
ments; the students must know what will be available. Data can be directly accessible, but in 
many cases it is necessary to disturb a steady state stability to gain information on system dy-
namics. In sensitive plants this type of intervention is undesirable.  
 
Given data acquisition and tests are performed in the plant a project often requires equipment 
added in the plant. Alternatives are to build a physical model in the university laboratory or to de-
velop a real time simulator illustrating the dynamic behaviour of the plant. In general the university 
will not be paying for equipment to be placed permanently in a plant. Equipment can be lent out 
from company to university or visa versa. A typical solution is that companies are paying for data 
acquisition equipment, parts produced by the company and sometimes for physical models. 
 
The geographic location can be another hurdle, but can be handled by payment of travel ex-
penses. 
 
IPR 
 
Legal property rights (IPR) are an important issue in most collaboration projects. Given the inven-
tion is part of a product the company often are interested in protection for further development. 
The patents are taken out mainly to prevent rival companies in blocking further development. IPR 
can be shared. One way to handle it is to give the IPR for applications related to the specific plant 
or production to the company and the rights for the methods used in other application areas to the 
students and the university. 
 
In projects resulting in new products the IPR typically are shared between the company, the stu-
dents, the supervisor and the university. 
 
Benefits from industrial student projects 
 
University contact gives companies the possibility of research related projects. The students and 
staff will gather knowledge on the company and related problems can be incorporated in the cur-
riculum. At the same time it will help in attracting people to the area. 
 
Real life problems motivate students to work harder, sometimes they use al the spare time doing 
project work. The project can be launch pad for future collaboration and the students get ground-
ing in the business basics. Another possibility for students to obtain industrial experience could be 
work experiences programs. In these programs the primary problem is to ensure that the student 
get relevant experiences and not is used as cheap labour whereas project work ensure the rele-
vance to the student. 
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Summary 
 
This paper has illustrated some of the issues to be taken into account to obtain successful stu-
dent projects in collaboration with industrial companies.  
  
The results are based on empirical results from a wide range of student projects. Selected exam-
ples are used to illustrate some typical characteristics of these projects. 
  
The most important issues to be handled in advance is legal property rights, student aces to data 
and equipment, financing of additional equipment, travel expenses etc. 
 
Taking all these issues into account industrial related projects is very successful in the area of 
student motivation, student commitment, students’ industrial experience and university relation to 
industry at all levels. 
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Abstract 
 
This paper discusses establishing Problem Based Learning (PBL) processes within the context of 
a longitudinal study utilizing exploratory case study and action research methods in a mid-sized 
Danish processing company where the challenge is to be ‘a learning company’. The methodology 
and theoretical basis for the workshops for employees and managers dealing with PBL is de-
scribed. The problems connected to the challenge of sharing knowledge and experience with 
other teams and departments in the company are solved during the work with a PBL project. Fi-
nally, it is suggested that the core principles of developing and implementing PBL processes can 
play a valuable dual role in the developmental process by supporting both radical development for 
the company and learning processes for the employees, and initiating new learning processes. 
 
Introduction 
 
Learning and development in today’s workplace has become more of the norm than the excep-
tion. 
 
The objective of this paper is to describe and analyse a case in a company wishing to establish ‘a 
learning organization’ and support the employees in changing their culture from just doing what to 
be told to acting independently, analysing problems and finding acceptable solutions. The aim of 
the company was for the employees to perceive themselves as an organization of teams working 
within a team as well as across teams, so they would be able to use and share knowledge and 
experience across the whole organization.  
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Furthermore learning and development should be part of the daily working life. 
The Case is a company within the processing industry with approximately 350 employees and a 
rather big turnover, and half of the employees worked with production activities on a three-shift 
basis. The shifts had been very engaged in teambuilding activities to perform as the best shift and 
were in reality communities of practice (Wenger 2002) which in many ways is a good and suppor-
tive strength for learning processes for the individual shift member. The shift members developed 
knowledge, shared experiences within the team, and had a very strong team identity. Each shift 
considered itself the best and there was a strong tendency to compete against the other shifts.  
They performed legitimate peripheral participation (Lave & Wenger 1984) e.g. during training of 
new shift members which took place within the shift. The shifts lived in a way their own isolated 
life and felt they could not get any support from the other shifts or departments in the company. A 
major problem was that they held all new knowledge and experience within the shift, out of fear of 
not being the best shift. Thus, there was no exchange of knowledge among the shifts. Further-
more, it was very difficult for the shifts to cross the boarder to other departments when they had to 
ask questions to get information or to solve problems which included a common understanding of 
the situation. So the company was characterized by isolated shifts/teams and very little communi-
cation and understanding among the different departments. This was not at all a beneficial situa-
tion for establishing ‘a learning organization’. 
 
To address these problems, a research group started a longitudinal action research project aimed 
at giving the employees an understanding of the importance of sharing knowledge and experi-
ence between the shifts and the related departments, and at the same time focus on the develop-
ment of learning and problem solving skills. Based on workshops which had a PBL approach, the 
aim was that the shifts and the connected departments should end up with an understanding of 
their own learning process, how they could develop new knowledge in groups/teams and share 
knowledge with other shifts, an understanding of own role as part of a learning organization, and 
a plan for developing different ways of crossing the boarder e.g. get contact and understanding of 
departments with which they have to cooperate. 
 
Empirical Background 
 
The research project was conducted during a period of five years in a mid-sized Danish process-
ing company, which is a division of an international concern. There was a very distinct division 
existed between the employees in the production com-pared to those performing the administra-
tive and management functions within the company. 
   
Due to many factors, the company had suffered the loss of its competitive edge and faced man-
dates to improve efficiency and effectiveness on all facets of its operations. The company culture 
is focused primarily on control and safety and there are numerous fixed rules and procedures 
connected to the work processes, especially those in the production area. Further, the culture re-
wards reliability and “doing what you are told to do”. Most of the shift workers have worked more 
than 15 years in the company, and they are strongly socialized within their shifts to obey the cul-
ture. Each shift had own subculture within the organizational culture.  
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One of the problems was that they would not exchange experience or new knowledge among the 
shifts; they saw their connected departments as enemies who did not understand their situation 
as well as they had no understanding of other department’s situation or their common depend-
ence. 
 
The question was how to establish an understanding of the organization as a whole or as a team 
of teams, where sharing of knowledge and experience would be of vital importance. How could 
we design learning processes within the culture, without ruining the positive situation related to 
communities of practice (Lave & Wenger 2002), and also attempt to break through the borders of 
the communities? 
 
The Methods and Learning Theory  
Used in Workshops 
 
The research team designed workshops for all teams: shifts and departments. All workshops are 
based on Kolb’s experiential learning cycle (Kolb 1984), Schön’s experiments (Schön 1987) and 
the Problem Based Learning approach (Busk Kofoed et al. 2001), with emphasis on meta- learn-
ing processes, and Stacey’s ( Stacy 2003) shared visions and common mental models. 
 
The concept of the workshops is to create a learning situation in which participants have the op-
portunity to develop, experiment with, and evaluate new ideas or solve problems associ-ated with 
their daily work activities. A precondition to the learning experience is that partici-pants feel se-
cure within the learning arena.  For this reason, it should be stated clearly that “mis-takes” are not 
only allowed – but even expected – as potential solutions to work related problems are tested in a 
simulated work environment. Participants in the workshops should also be encouraged to view 
themselves and their co-workers as experts, each possessing unique ideas, talents, and skills, 
which can positively influence the learning in the workshop and the developing process. The 
workshop which was also named the experimentarium is inspired from and built on the ideas 
used in other peda-gogical instances within the participative-socio-technical tradition (Rosenbock, 
1980; Ehn, 1988 and 1992; Corbett et al. 1991 and for further description, see Busk Kofoed et al. 
2000).  This approach focuses on developing learning processes with participants assuming re-
sponsibility and ownership for their learning and the projects on which they will work in the work-
shop.  At the same time, we chose to include aspects of specific competence development into 
the learning process, because we view this development as an important part of taking responsi-
bility not only for the daily work processes but also for initiating possible improvements. 
  
Because it is critical for participants to assume responsibility for their own learning process and 
also that learning occurs in the context of real work issues, the participants themselves must se-
lect existing problems from their work environment for which they will learn through analysis and 
formulation of potential solutions. By centering the project exercises around their normal work 
functions, the participating teams also gain experience in such areas as communication and prob-
lem-solving without fear of negative consequences on their productivity (DeGeus, 1997).  
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The chosen project can e.g. deal with developing a new work method, which participants wish to 
explore further together and possibly find solutions, which accommodate aspects of an improved 
performance. This approach is based on project work and problem-based learning (Kolmos 
1996).  
 
To increase the likelihood of successful learning within the workshop, a specific peda-gogical ap-
proach and method was followed. The theoretical approach is taken from Schön’s theories about 
the reflective learner, combined with Kolb’s learning cycle (Kolb 1984) which in the interpretation 
of Cowan (1998) consists of four phases: 1) experience, 2) reflection, 3) gener-alization, and 4) 
test. Guided, pre-planned reflections have to support the learning process. Cowan considers the 
reflection as the central issue in the learning process, which is why he also describes his learning 
concept as “reflective learning” (Cowan, 1998). Schön (1978) distin-guishes between reflection 
related to action and reflection related to experience, described as reflection-in-action and reflec-
tion-on-action. These types of reflection are mostly retrospective in their attempt to analyze ac-
tions for the purpose of using the gained experience and the deducted theories in future learning 
situations. Cowan ads a third learning distinction, reflection-for-action which is a reflection typi-
cally made before starting a project. Our learning approach, based on Schön, Kolb, and Cowan, 
thus, encompasses 3 pre-planned reflection loops:  
 
Reflection – for – action  
Reflection – in – action 
Reflection – on - action 
 
The workshops in this study are based on a model in which the following three processes operate 
concurrently (see figure 1.): 
 
y Project work: Group identification of a work related problem to serve as the focus for a pro-
ject (problem based project). 
y Group work: Participants actively working together as a group (group organized project 
work). 
y The learning process: Learning processes with awareness of the meta-learning which sup-
ports development of individual and group problem-solving skills (learning how to learn), 
and a strong focus on pre-planned reflections. 
 
Figure 1 illustrates the 3 parallel tracks which are dealt with in the workshops. The learning proc-
esses are facilitated by 3 planned reflections (loops). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Project work
Group- and  co-operation activities
Learning processes
Result
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The design and context of the workshops are very context dependent and all aspects of the or-
ganizational environment, including the company culture, political processes, and man-agement 
style will largely dictate the possibilities available for the workshops.  
 
One significant way in which the environmental conditions will affect the learning process con-
cerns the practical arrangements of the workshop.   
 
Such factors as the resources the organiza-tion can allocate to the activities in terms of time for 
meetings, space for the participants to meet, and the duration of time in which the workshop will 
be permitted will all have a bearing on the course of the workshop.   
  
The Process and Outcome of  
the Workshops 
 
Participants in the different workshops formed groups and worked with a specific problem that 
they chose by themselves according to some given themes related to their work situation. Each 
project period consisted of 3 full workshop days where participants were introduced to the peda-
gogical model: how to work in a group, how to organize a project, how to choose a problem, how 
to analyse a problem, and how to find and test solutions. And finally participants learned how to 
evaluate and present their solutions. The workshop was a mixture of lecturing, exercises and 
work with the projects. During the project period the groups got supervision. Each group had 2 – 3 
meetings with a supervisor from the research group, and they were allowed to contact the super-
visor and ask questions via mail or phone. For supervisor meetings the groups had reflected on 
the progress of their project and possible problems they wanted to discuss. Furthermore they also 
reflected the cooperation in the group as well as their learning process. The last subject was 
rather difficult until the research group developed a game about the theoretical learning aspect 
based on the Kolb learning cycle. (For further description se Busk Kofoed & Rosenørn 2003). 
 
Most of the groups made a rather good project, and some of them were implemented immedi-
ately.  So the PBL – learning experience could be seen as a success. Some groups even made a 
project about a plan for knowledge exchange between the shifts and between the shifts and the 
laboratory.  
 
But still there was a major problem: The lack of communication between the departments and un-
derstanding of each department’s problems. So the research group decided to make a special 
workshop with the aim to cross the boarders.  
   
This special action started with a workshop for representatives from each department, and they 
should make a ‘reflection for action’ working with the following problems: Where are the borders 
to other departments? Which departments do we have to be in close contact with? What impor-
tant information and knowledge are needed from the different departments so they understand 
our need and we understand their need? What do each department expect from the other depart-
ment and what are the departments able to deliver according the common goals? 
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This ‘reflection for action’ was an eye-opener for all participants. They suddenly recognised why it 
sometimes was problematic e.g. to get some test results very fast from one department.  
 
Another department also found that they had to be much more specific when they asked for infor-
mation if it should be useful for the planning task. And one department realized that they did not 
know which support they actually could get from the IT- department. 
 
After this special workshop each department started formulating a project to solve one or some of 
the problems. They did their project work according to the previous learned PBL method, and 
quite fast they had solutions to be tested and implemented in their daily work. It was projects 
about an improved planning system for the production process and the planning department, pro-
jects about how to share knowledge and information between 3 departments etc. One project was 
about efficiency at the laboratory which had always got complaints because all departments 
wanted their test to be prioritised 1A. When different departments worked together on a solution 
for the laboratory they developed a priority system and recommended that an extra laboratory as-
sistant was absolutely necessary.  The management agreed with all the projects, and they were 
all implemented.  
  
Conclusion 
 
In this paper, it is shown that establishing learning processes based on the PBL approach can 
lead to rather successfully results regarding the concrete outcome as an improved performance, 
but also the outcome as the employees and management’s awareness of learning processes and 
the reflection needed for the employees to develop a new understanding of the importance of 
sharing their valuable knowledge and experience with other teams and departments. In addition, 
the process by which the workshops helped facilitate knowledge creation about how to share 
knowledge was outlined. And during the workshops, the participants recognised that keeping 
knowledge within the team or the department only could be detrimental for the other departments. 
Furthermore it became clear that lack of knowledge about other teams or department could cre-
ate a very poor performance for both.  
  
The employees became aware of the negative chain effect from lack of knowledge sharing. They 
explained the problem to management, stating that they would like to work with a project so they 
could find a way to share knowledge and experience with the purpose of functioning better. In this 
process, the borders were very clear, but the teams were able to cross them as they continued to 
work as teams or departments during the period of the new project. Establishing the meta-
learning processes gave the employees new identity and self-assurance. They became proud of 
being able to create knowledge that was important for other departments and the whole organiza-
tion. And this supported their existing identity and at the same time helped them to add a new un-
derstanding of an extended identity as being part of a team of teams.  
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Introduction  
 
Assessment of students’ learning at universities 
 
Assessment is a topic which is highly debated particularly the assessment of PBL based learning 
and of project organized problem based learning. The discussion further comprises assessment 
of new competencies like communication skills and social competence which is today a part of 
the general scope of many university education not least the engineering educations. For this it is 
necessary to assess cognitive as well as affective learning.  
 
We also claim that this must be done in a fair way showing the actual level of the individual stu-
dent. The results of the assessment are used for comparing universities through benchmarking 
and are used for: 
 
y Proof of the student’s learning level within a well defined area. 
y Document that the student has acquired the competences demanded by the labour market. 
y Document that the student has acquired the qualifications demanded by the authorities (the 
state). 
y Be a part of the university’s quality development and quality control. 
y Contribute to the student’s motivation and self recognition. 
 
(Hansen, I.L & Rosenorn, T., 2005) 
 
All above very important topics which require accurate true information.  
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Research done by Arne Jakobsen at the Danish Technical University shows that investigating the 
marks given to students based on a 4 hour written exam show no clear correlation between high 
marks and the students’ comprehension level for the topic in question, whereas there was a very 
good correlation between low marks and a low level of comprehension.  
 
(Jakobsen, A. et al. 1998). Only half of the students who got high marks had a deeper compre-
hension of the topic, however, they mastered the other types of assignments given at the exam. 
Findings showing a similar tendency have been described by James N. Spencer (1999). 
 
Just assessment 
 
Donald R. Woods et al., (2002) describes assessment in an article in Chemical Engineering Edu-
cation as: “a judgement based on the degree to which goals have been achieved using measur-
able criteria and pertinent data”. This statement is operationalized through  the following five basic 
principles:  
 
1. Assessment is a judgement based on performance, not personalities. 
2. Assessment is a judgement based on evidence, not feelings. 
3. Assessment should be done for clearly identified purpose and with clearly identified per-
formance conditions. 
4. Assessment is a judgement done in context of published goals, measurable criteria, and 
pertinent, agreed upon forms of evidence. 
5. Assessment should be based on multidimensional evidence. 
 
This sounds reasonable for assessment of cognitive learning, but may not be realistic when the 
affective learning and personal and social competences are part of what is to be assessed.  
 
The Aalborg Model 
 
The foundation of the Aalborg Model is built over three key elements: 
 
y Study unit courses, which are approximately 25% of the students’ workload during the first 8 
semesters. 
y Project supporting courses, which are approximately 25% of the students’ workload during 
the first 8 semesters. 
y Projects (one each semester) which is approximately 50% of the students’ workload during 
the first 8 semesters. 
 
In semester 9 the project is usually more comprehensive and is almost 100 % of the work load 
and semester 10 the project is 100% of the work load. 
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The project must provide students’ with structure in the disciplines that have been decided on for 
the project. Additionally, competences in working in an analytical way, in collaboration, in oral and 
written communication, graphic presentation, in planning and carrying through big projects, and in 
being able to work using various scientific methods must be developed.  
 
The courses are aimed at learning on knowledge and comprehension level (Bloom’s taxonomy 
(Bloom, B.S., 1956)). This learning must then be further developed to reach higher learning levels 
(application, analysis, synthesis, and judgement (Bloom’s taxonomy) through work with the pro-
ject. 
 
What must be assessed and how? 
 
In general an assessment must examine if the given aims for an activity (in this case study activ-
ity) have been reached. If the students are to receive a feeling of the assessment being fair, and if 
the evaluation achieves the aims for the assessment (assessment of and feed back to the stu-
dent, verification of the quality of the education from the authorities and the industries working 
with the graduates, and the quality assurance and control in the university [Hansen, I.L. & 
Rosenorn, T, 2005]) it is extremely important that the goals to be assessed are detailed and accu-
rate and the scope of the assessment is known and agreed upon by all parties involved. 
 
For students learning through work with problem based projects, what needs to be assessed for 
the project unit must be the general goals and aims described for the project unit, combined with 
the more detailed goals developed by the students during their project work. Typically, the goals 
are divided into cognitive classifications in the disciplines taught in the project supporting courses, 
i.e., cognitive learning in the individual disciplines and in the ability to work with and apply this 
knowledge and understanding across all the disciplines and in the context of the project. Also, 
non-cognitive competences must be assessed when they are part of the learning goals. These 
goals can be far more complex and difficult to assess objectively.  
 
Competences such as thinking and working in an analytical way are reasonably easy to judge ob-
jectively. In this case as assessor you can ask questions about the choices of what has been in-
cluded or excluded in the work and the reason behind these choices. Here all five of the criteria 
for a fair exam described above can be met. 
 
The situation is different when collaborative skills and communicative skills (oral, written, and 
visualisation) are parts of the competences that must be assessed. I have no doubt that the as-
sessors personal preferences have a significant influence on the outcome. When you assess a 
person’s skills in communication it is extremely difficult for all examiners to live up to the first two 
of the five basic rules for good assessment: 
 
1. Assessment is a judgement based on performance, not personalities. 
2. Assessment is a judgement based on evidence, not feelings. 
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In regards to oral communication, it is the entire experience (including the feeling you get) and the 
personality of the person one is communicating with that determines the result of the communica-
tion. Further, it is important to realize that we as persons have different preferences for receiving 
information: some receive information through listening and some through visualizing.  
 
If the student and the assessor have different preferences, this will (in my personal experience of 
working with external examiners with different preferences than my own) influence the judgement 
of what happened during the examination and consequently, also the mark. 
 
In my opinion this does not mean that assessments which are not completely objective should be 
avoided. If this was the case we would not be able to assess some of the competences like com-
municative and collaborative skills that are desired by society. We need to make sure that these 
competences are given the correct weight in the assessment. The assessors can not  focus solely 
on “form” or “content”,  they must realize that there is a well defined balance between the two. 
 
Project unit assessment at  
Aalborg University  
 
An example from a master program  
in Chemical Engineering (Oil & Gas technology) 
 
On the seventh semester (1st semester of an international master education) the disciplines to be 
learned cover: 
 
y Chemical unit operations 
y Materials science 
y Oil chemistry 
y Thermodynamics 
 
And further as this is an international program where students not familiar with POPBL are ac-
cepted the aim for the project work also covers: 
 
y Problem - and process analyses 
y Communication 
y Collaborative learning 
y Group work and solving conflicts in groups 
y Project management 
y Time- and resource planning 
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The project subject can typically be: an extension of the production capacity of an existing oil or 
gas producing facility. This project then becomes the means to acquire deeper knowledge of the 
chemical engineering disciplines and develop the students’ competences in the process and man-
agement areas. 
 
At the presentation of the students’ work that takes place during the assessment seminar the indi-
vidual student during the first phase of the seminar has only presented a small fraction of what 
the group has worked with (and learned) through the semester. As the learning goals are the 
same for all the students in the group, it is the examiners task (duty) to ensure that all students 
are asked questions about the goals within all the learned disciplines as well as in what has been 
learned about work processes including, communication and the methodology used to make the 
project and attain the specific learning goals. 
  
In the literature about assessment different methods to keep track of the performance and exami-
nation of the individual students using different types of lists or matrixes are described.  
 
In all cases the main idea is to prepare the examination in a way so that all goals are assessed by 
all students.  
 
The students must have individual marks and as an examiner you have to devise a strategy to 
distinguish marks for each student who has worked together in the project group for half a year.  
 
The individual marks of students working 
together in groups with the same project 
 
It is a very strong wish from the students as well as from all other stakeholders in educations that 
the marks obtained by the students reflect the actual learning level and each individual student. 
This is off course reasonably easy to accomplish if individual examination is performed. The limi-
tation to this is when it comes to assessment of collaborative skills and communication together 
with other people. If this is a goal it also must be assessed and this is in my opinion only possible 
if the group is assessed in an examination where the entire group is present. 
 
As already described above this only requires good planning from the examiners involved. But the 
argument that there is too little difference in the marks given to the individual students in a group 
is still important to consider and discuss if this is relevant and true. 
 
The first thing to consider is: should we expect a great variation in the learning level within a 
group? This I think depends on when in the education the project takes place and how the groups 
are formed. 
 
In the first semesters where the students yet not know each other and have different initial level of 
qualifications and competences when they enter university one must expect rather inhomogene-
ous groups which as a consequence may lead to different levels of learning for the individual stu-
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dents. The result very mush depends on the effort the student put into studying and the ambition 
of the individual student. 
 
This problem may continue throughout the education if groups are formed administratively be-
cause if so there is no regard taken to the individual student’s ambition and level of qualifications 
and competences. 
 
If on the other hand the students are allowed themselves to choose their group mates our experi-
ence is that they choose students at the same level as themselves and with the same ambition 
level. In these cases one shall not expect major differences in the marks of the students from the 
same group but one can expect greater variation in the marks given to different groups -  in this 
way in a very valid way reflecting the difference between the individual students. 
The complaints we get from students about the marks are usually due to the fact that they are 
new in the system and don’t know each other. This is off course a problem to try to overcome. 
 
The second thing to consider: is the way we give the marks supporting individual assessment or 
is it equalising the marks? The answer to this question may be the basis for solving the above dis-
satisfaction of some students. 
  
The first condition to solve this problem is to make sure that all students have been asked ques-
tions covering all the learning goals of the project work. To keep track of this a form like the one 
shown next page (fig. 1) may be helpful.  
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Figure 1: Form for planning and keeping track of individual student’s performance during an ex-
amination. 
 
As a preparation to the examination the examiner writes down the disciplines to be assessed in 
the first column of the form showed in fig. 1. In column 2 the detailed topics under each discipline 
are listed representing cognitive as well as affective aims for the learning through the project. At 
the top of the rest of the columns the individual students’ mnames are listed. 
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communication
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etc
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goal 6
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ASSESSMENT PLAN
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During the examination the coloured Smileys (or any other symbol chosen by the examiner) is 
used to show in which areas the students have been asked questions and the quality of their an-
swers.  
 
During and after the examination it can then easily be checked that all students have been asked 
questions in all areas and the quality of their answers. After this giving marks is farly easy and the 
marks easy to argue if questioned. 
 
The next thing to consider is that the mark for a project work is made up o two parts: 
 
1. a mark for the project report 
2. a marks for the oral presentation and examination 
 
These two marks are off course based on the learning demands for the project work as described 
above. I will in the following focus on the equalizing function of the mark given for the project re-
port. 
 
At Aalborg University we see the learning through the project proven partly through the project 
report and partly through the oral examination (assessment seminar) and we only give the stu-
dent 1 mark made calculated as: 
 
 Mark for project * F1 + mark for oral presentation * F2 
 
Where F1 and F2   are the fractions each of the marks contribute with in the total mark.  
(F1 + F2 = 1). 
 
This equation means that the weight of the report in the assessment is crusial to the validity of the 
examination as a proof of the individual student’s level. 
 
If for example F1 is set to 1 (mark given only on basis of the report) all students from a group get 
the same mark. If F2 is set to be 1 (report does not count) the motivation to make a good report 
vanishes and the competences of written communication and most likely the collaborative skills 
are not developed. So it is a balance to choose the weight in the assessment situation. 
 
As marks are different in different countries I have tried to illustrate the equalizing factor with 
some examples where I use % “correct” answer as the mark.  
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Discussion and summary 
 
Literature about assessment is very comprehensive. Many good ideas and advice can be found 
on how an assessment can be fair and showing the truth when cognitive and psycho-motor learn-
ing is being assessed. When we are talking about affective learning and the learning related to 
collaboration, communication, conflict solving, etc., fulfilling answers are hard to find. 
 
One of the demands of an assessment that is almost always mentioned is that it has to be objec-
tive. This may be possible within the individual disciplines when cognitive learning is assessed, 
but it is hardly possible where development of values, culture, and attitudes are part of the learn-
ing goals. 
 
Student Mark report F1 Mark oral part F2 Mark total Equalizing effect 
1 80 75 20 25 64  pass high 
2 20 75 80 25 35  fail High 
3 80 50 20 50 50  pass medium 
4 20 50 80 50 50  pass medium 
5 80 25 20 75 35  fail low 
6 20 25 80 75 64  pass low 
Student Mark report F1 Mark oral part F2 Mark total Equalizing effect 
1   
75 
  
75 
  
20   
25 
  
61  pass   
High 2 50 69  pass 
3 90 79  pass 
1   
75 
  
50 
20   
50 
48  fail   
medium 2 50 63  pass 
3 90 83  pass 
1   
75 
  
25 
20   
75 
34  fail   
low 2 50 56  pass 
3 90 86  pass 
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Another demand is that the assessment must not be influenced by the student’s personality. This 
may also be possible in most cases, but when for instance communication competences are to be 
evaluated, personality is one of the major factors for successful oral communication. 
 
When and if competences and not only qualifications are to be assessed a certain degree of sub-
jectivity from the assessors is unavoidable. And competences must be assessed, because com-
petences are the basis for how people function in their work together with other people and it is 
also the focus in the work market. 
 
If only cognitive or psycho motor learning is to be assessed, the assessment can be more objec-
tive. When assessing cognitive learning the learning depth is the challenge, and assessing psy-
chomotoric learning first becomes a real problem if it includes an artistic element. 
 
All these aspects have to be taken into consideration during the planning and preparation of an 
assessment, and in particular it should be kept in mind that what is assessed and how it is as-
sessed must be known by all involved parties – students, examiners, and external examiners. 
Only in this way can a reasonably fair and just assessment be made of POPBL projects. 
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